
 

 
 

Better Place Forests 
3717 Buchanan Street, Suite 400 

San Francisco, CA 94123 
 
 
 
June 18, 2020  
 
Planning & Zoning Commission 
Town of Canaan 
108 Main Street  
Falls Village, CT 06031 
 
 
Dear Canaan Planning & Zoning Commission,  

 
 

The enclosed package contains our Special Permit Application for the property located at 300 Music                             
Mountain Road in Falls Village.  
 
Thank you to Zoning Officer Tom Scott and the Planning & Zoning Commission for taking the time to review                                     
our application materials. If any questions about the documents within this submission arise, please do not                               
hesitate to reach out at any time.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 

   
 
  
 

Jake Young                                   Scott Roycroft           Gia DeBartolo  
Acquisition Manager                                   Entitlement Manager                              Land Analyst   

jake@betterplaceforests.com                 scott@betterplaceforests.com       gia@betterplaceforests.com  

605-641-5778                                                       415-308-2339           630-272-1013  
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Date: June 18, 2020 
To: Town of Canaan Planning and Zoning Commission  
From:  Better Place Forests 
Re:  Project Statement – 300 Music Mountain Rd.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1.0  Introduction 
 
Better Place Forests (BPF) is creating America’s first conservation memorial forests. Our mission is to                             
provide a natural, sustainable, and cost-effective alternative to traditional burial options. Through the                         
purchase of a tree dedication in one of our forests, our customers are granted the exclusive right to place                                     
their cremated remains (cremains), or those of their family, around a private memorial tree. By doing so, our                                   
customers are able to leave a legacy supporting large-scale forest conservation efforts.  
 
To achieve this mission, BPF acquires beautiful properties within communities and permanently protects                         
their forests, open spaces, and wildlife habitats. We seek to place conservation easements on all BPF                               
properties, working with local land trusts to ensure that our forests will be protected in perpetuity and                                 
never developed. During memorial ceremonies, cremains are mixed with native soil and spread topically                           
under personally dedicated memorial trees. A 3-4” USGS style marker is placed at the foot of each memorial                                   
tree. Nothing is interred into the ground and no memorials are placed on the trees themselves.  
 
Our vision in the Town of Canaan (Falls Village) is to preserve a local forest while providing the option of a                                         
natural resting place to local residents and the regional population of New England. Through minor site                               
improvements, we intend to facilitate visitation and access to the forest for those choosing our services                               
while effectively managing the property to improve overall forest health.  
 
2.0  Project Overview 
 
BPF is seeking to uphold the stewardship of a 130-acre property located at 300 Music Mountain Road for                                   
use as a conservation memorial forest. To meet this objective, BPF is seeking a Special Permit from the                                   
Town of Canaan (Falls Village). An aerial image of the property has been provided in Figure 1, while an A2                                       
Survey has been provided as an application supplement.  
 
BPF’s development plan for the property includes the renovation of the site’s existing structures, providing                             
office space, restroom facilities, and gathering areas for guests. The entry driveway will be expanded and                               
parking areas will be introduced to facilitate access throughout the property, while the site’s trail system                               
will be expanded and improved to connect several viewing decks and seating areas throughout the forest.                               
All proposed improvements on site will be confined to small portions of the 130-acre property, having                               
minimal impact on the existing forest. A more detailed review of our proposed development plans for the                                 
property can be found in Section 5.0 Proposed Improvements.  
 
In addition to our proposed improvements, BPF intends to maintain the high conservation value of the                               
property through active forest management. BPF has commissioned a Forest Management Plan to guide our                             
management efforts on the property, enhancing tree health, increasing biodiversity, and mitigating                       
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non-native species. Under our management, the land will continue to function ecologically, providing                         
watershed and viewshed protection, wildlife habitat and passage, and carbon sequestration.  
 

 

Figure 1. Project area boundary of the Canaan property under review. 
 
3.0  Zoning Classification and Property Use  
 
On November 14, 2019, BPF representatives presented our project to the Zoning Enforcement Officer and                             
the Chairman of the Zoning Commission of the Town of Canaan to establish the appropriate permitting                               
pathway under which to process our land use. Additionally, BPF representatives presented to the entire                             
Planning and Zoning Commission on January 23rd, 2020, for additional clarification and to further                           
introduce our project.  
 
The subject property is located within the Residential/Agricultural (R/A) Zone. BPF’s proposed use is not                             
contemplated in the Town of Canaan’s Zoning Regulations and therefore not explicitly listed as a permitted                               
use in R/A zoning districts. Upon careful review, the Planning Commission determined that BPF’s proposed                             
use is most consistent with that of a cemetery and therefore can operate as such with a Special Permit.  
 
It is important to note that while we may be considered a cemetery for zoning purposes, BPF has no plans to,                                         
nor will allow, the practice of traditional or green burials on the property. BPF only permits the spreading of                                     
cremains and no other form of human remains dispersal will be permitted. We will limit this through our                                   
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rules and regulations and through a partnership with a land trust for a future conservation easement on the                                   
property. We hope to communicate this nuance clearly to the public and would prefer that our business be                                   
described as a “conservation memorial forest” rather than a cemetery to prevent misinterpretation.  
 
4.0 Regulations Regarding Spreading of Cremated Remains 
 
Within the State of Connecticut, a cemetery is defined as a place of interment or burial. According to the                                     
relevant statutes, a cemetery means any place performing interments on or after October 1, 1995 (Sec.                               
19a-314a). Better Place Forests does not perform interments therefore we believe we are not regulated as a                                 
cemetery. Additionally, the town attorney, Emily Vail, reached out to Amanda Clark of the CT Department                               
of Health regarding the state regulatory status of our proposed use. The town received guidance from Ms.                                 
Vail referencing a call that she had with Ms. Clark that Better Place Forests' proposed use is not a regulated                                       
operation pursuant to the CT Department of Health Regulations and that the Department of Health does                               
not regulate the remains after they have been cremated and the cremated remains may be disposed of in                                   
any manner. We have also reached out to Ms. Clark to receive further confirmation on our regulatory status.  
 
As outlined below in Section 7.0 Program Statement, BPF is proposing the surface spreading of cremains                               
mixed with local soil, which does not meet the criteria for a cemetery entity. As part of our application, we                                       
have included a memo prepared by a certified soil scientist outlining the negligible impact our spreading                               
practices will have on the site’s soil and water health.  
 
5.0 Proposed Improvements 
 
The proposed development plan for the property includes the introduction of walking trails, connecting                           
multiple seating areas and viewing decks throughout the forest. Three parking areas will be constructed and                               
the existing driveway expanded to facilitate site access for guests. The property’s existing structures will be                               
renovated to provide office space for our on-site employees and gathering places for families. All proposed                               
improvements are shown in the Site Plan submitted within this application.  
 
The proposed improvements will be limited to small portions of the property, primarily where structures                             
already exist, minimizing any potential biological disturbance to the forest. BPF additionally aims to mitigate                             
human impact on the site as the number of visitors will be limited, visitation will be restricted to the daytime,                                       
and guests will be guided along a mapped trail system. Further details regarding our site operations can be                                   
found in Section 7.0 Program Statement. 

 
6.0 Forest Management Plan 
 
BPF plans to manage the property to promote a healthy forest ecosystem as detailed in the attached Forest                                   
Management Plan. Management will include selective thinning to restore and enhance existing trees and the                             
eradication of invasive species. Through proper management, BPF intends to protect the forest and reduce                             
the risk of disease, pests, and wildfire. All forest management will be directed by an accredited forester or                                   
arborist. 
 
Implementation of the Forest Management Plan will be an ongoing process, with initial steps including                             
selective thinning, invasive species eradication, and pest management. These items will be rolled out in                             
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phases across the 130-acre property. Due to the size of the property and accumulation of deferred                               
maintenance, it is infeasible to complete a thoughtful management plan in one season. Implementation will                             
occur each year in new zones of the forest to ensure long-term forest health. 
 
7.0 Program Statement 
 
Once initial improvements are complete, the property will be open to visitors during selective daytime                             
hours. Depending on seasonality and the number of pre-scheduled visits, the forest will receive guests from                               
a minimum of two days a week to a maximum of seven. At least one on-site employee (called a Forest                                       
Steward) will be present during all public operating hours. We project to employ a minimum staff of four                                   
Forest Stewards who will rotate working schedules throughout the week. We may offer housing to 1-2 staff                                 
members on site as property caretakers. 
 
BPF anticipates daily visitation to be limited, with an average of less than 50 cars per day. Experience shows                                     
that the majority of visitors arrive at our properties in small groups with most of them carpooling with two                                     
to four people per vehicle.  
 
People will visit the forest for multiple reasons, including tree selection, memorial ceremonies to rest the                               
cremains of a loved one, walking the trails, or visiting trees dedicated to family and friends. We aim to                                     
comfortably host visitors while preserving the natural state of the forest. All visitation to the site will                                 
currently be on an appointment-only basis. This allows BPF to limit the volume of visitors on a daily basis,                                     
minimizing human impact, and creating as peaceful as possible experience for guests.  
 
Accessibility is a significant consideration for Better Place Forests and our customers. Although the forest 
trails themselves cannot always be made “accessible” given the topography of the natural environment, we 
have planned to enhance access to the operation center and surrounding areas. We also plan to utilize a 
small all-terrain vehicle that can transport people with limited mobility to various areas of the forest along 
the existing dirt roads to provide them with an experience comparable to all other visitors.  
 
Memorial ceremonies are typically limited to close friends and family members only and are not intended to                                 
function as large funeral gatherings. Prior to the ceremony, a BPF Forest Steward mixes the cremated                               
remains with local soil at a ratio determined by an independent third-party geologist to ensure the cremains                                 
are not visually distinguishable in the mixture and to limit any adverse environmental impacts (3:1 soil to                                 
cremains). Cremains will never be spread within any watercourse or wetland habitat and 50-foot buffers                             
shall be observed adjacent to watercourses. As part of our application, we have included a Soil Assessment                                 
prepared by a certified soil scientist at LANDTECH outlining the limited environmental impacts our                           
spreading practices will have on site.  
 
8.0  Compliance to the Town of Canaan’s Special Permit Criteria  
 
The proposed use conforms with the Special Permit Criteria as defined in Chapter Seven of Canaan’s Zoning                                 
Regulations as follows:  
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Compatible With Purposes and Provisions 

a. That the proposed use will not have any detrimental                   
effects upon public health, safety, or welfare, and that                 
the proposed will not conflict with the purposes of the                   
Regulations.  

The proposed use will promote and enhance public               
welfare by preserving a natural local landscape and               
maintaining a variety of ecological features. The             
proposed use will not have any detrimental effects               
upon public health, safety, or welfare, and will not                 
conflict with any local regulations.  

b. That the proposed use is permissible by these                 
Regulations and that the proposal meets “de facto” or                 
by variance all applicable bulk, dimensional and other               
requirements of these Regulations.  

The proposed use conforms with all applicable             
regulations of the Rural/Agricultural Zone.         
“Cemetery” is a permitted land use under a Special                 
Permit. All other requirements of the Zoning             
Regulations will be observed.  

c. That the proposed use or activity does not conflict                   
with and will not hinder achievement of applicable               
goals, objectives, policies, or recommendations of the             
Plan of Conservation and Development. 

The proposed use supports a variety of the goals,                 
objectives, and policies of the Plan of Conservation               
and Development. A more detailed review of this               
project’s conformance can be found in Section 9.0.  

 

Provides For Appropriate Conservation 

d. That the proposed use has provided for the                 
protection, preservation, conservation, and       
enhancement of natural, scenic, historic, and unique             
features.  

The proposed project includes minimal disturbance           
of the property’s natural features. The majority of               
the site’s natural resources will be preserved and               
remain undeveloped. 

 

Demonstrates Appropriate Development 

e. That the location, size, nature, and intensity of the                   
proposed use in relation to the size of the lot will be in                         
harmony with the orderly development of the area and                 
compatible with other existing land uses.  

The proposed site improvements will be small in               
scale in relation to the size of the property, and will                     
be set back appropriately from property lines to               
ensure compatibility with surrounding land uses.  

f. That the kind, size, location, design, and height of                   
structures and the nature and extent of landscaping               
are appropriate and will not hinder or discourage the                 
appropriate use of adjoining property.  

BPF will ensure that any structural or landscaping               
improvements made to the property will be in               
compliance with applicable building regulations         
during our development phase.  

g. That the design elements of the proposed               
development are attractive and suitable in relation to               
the site and neighborhood.  

BPF will commission an architect for our building               
permit to ensure our building concept will be in                 
compliance with all pertinent design standards.  

h. That adequate provision has been made for               
sustained maintenance of the proposed development           
(structures, streets, landscaping, and other         
improvements).  

BPF will commission a civil engineer to ensure that                 
any structural or landscaping improvements made           
to the property will be in compliance with               
applicable standards.  
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Provides For Appropriate Services and Infrastructure 

i. That streets providing access to the proposed use are                   
adequate in width, grade, alignment, visibility, and             
capacity for the traffic generated and that the               
proposed use has made adequate and appropriate             
provision for vehicular and pedestrian circulation both             
on the site and in the vicinity.  

BPF will provide adequate parking to prevent             
overflow onto neighboring roadways. Traffic to and             
from the site will be minimal, so no significant                 
operational impacts are anticipated.  

j. That the parking and loading facilities are adequate                 
and the entrance and exit driveways are laid out to                   
achieve maximum safety.  

The proposed parking will be adequate to prevent               
overflow and maximize safety.  

k. That the proposed use shall have easy accessibility                 
and fire apparatus and police protection and is laid out                   
and equipped to further the provision of emergency               
services.  

During our development phase, BPF will           
commission a civil engineer to ensure that all site                 
design meets emergency access standards.  

l. That required utility services are available and               
provided, that they conform with accepted engineering             
criteria, and will not unduly burden the capacity of                 
such a facility.  

BPF plans to commission a professional engineer to               
ensure the utility services on site meet all               
applicable criteria and can reasonably         
accommodate our use.  

 
9.0 Conformance with the Regional Plan of Conservation and Development 
 
The proposed use is consistent and conforms with the goals and objectives of the Northwest Hills Council of                                   
Governments’ Regional Plan of Conservation and Development. A detailed review of this project’s                         
compliance with several of the Plan’s objectives are as follows:  
 

Goal 1: Attract and Retain Young Residents  

Facilitate the creation of job, housing, and 
transportation options  for young residents. 

BPF plans to hire four to six full-time Forest                 
Stewards from the local area to work on the                 
property. These positions will offer a unique             
opportunity to retain young talent in the region.  

 

Goal 2: Protect Water Quality and Natural Resources 

Protect intact forest systems from inappropriate 
development.  

The proposed project will introduce minimal           
disturbance of the property’s natural features. The             
majority of the site’s natural resources and open               
spaces will be preserved and remain undeveloped. 

Conserve our region’s wildlife, biodiversity, and 
endangered/threatened species through protection of 
critical habitats.  

The proposed development will be limited to a 
small portion of the property. The remainder of the 
site will remain in its natural state, conserving and 
protecting the site’s wildlife and critical habitats.  
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Support local land trusts in their efforts to protect 
sizable areas of contiguous forest habitat.  

BPF seeks to place conservation easements on all               
of our properties by establishing partnerships with             
local land trusts, ensuring that our forests will be                 
protected in perpetuity and never developed. We             
are currently in the process of finalizing a land trust                   
partnership for our Canaan property.  

 
10.0 Community Outreach 
 
Community engagement is a cornerstone of Better Place Forests’ business model. We actively seek input 
from the community to inform our decision-making process. As part of implementing what we consider                             
“Real Estate Best Practices”, we commit to holding a community meeting to introduce ourselves to our                               
neighbors, discuss our project, and hear input from various stakeholders.  
 
Prior to our public hearing, BPF tentatively plans to hold a community meeting for our neighbors and                                 
interested community members in the immediate vicinity of our property to discuss the project. However,                             
due to the current COVID-19 outbreak, BPF is not certain whether it will be possible to hold an in-person                                     
meeting for neighbors within the timeframe of our application process. If this is not feasible, BPF will                                 
conduct independent outreach to all neighbors in addition to the required noticing of the public hearing.  
 
Separately, we received multiple support letters from the neighbors in the community of our first forest in                                 
Point Arena which are included in the attached Customer Testimonials and Neighbor Letters. It has been a                                 
pleasure to establish our first location there, and incredibly meaningful to have such strong support within                               
the local community. We look forward to extending this positive relationship and approach to our neighbors                               
and the local community in Falls Village.  
 
11.0 Benefits to the Town of Canaan (Falls Village)  
 
Cremation rates in Connecticut state have risen to nearly 60%, with more than 80% of baby boomers                                 
planning to choose cremation at the end of their lives nationwide. The median age in Litchfield County is                                   
57.2 and there are limited choices for end-of-life memorials. Our project will provide an affordable,                             
beautiful, and protected resting place for the local Litchfield County population, their families, and future                             
generations to come.  
 
Our project will also provide an economic benefit to the region as we plan to hire four to six full-time Forest                                         
Stewards from the local area for this project and spend several million dollars with numerous local                               
consultants and contractors for the design, construction, maintenance and operations of the property. Our                           
Forest Steward roles could provide an exciting opportunity to retain local talent in the region and integrate                                 
our site with the local community. Our customers will also increase commerce at local businesses,                             
restaurants, and accommodations in the surrounding community. 
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12.0 Closing Statement 
 
We are encouraged by the feedback we received from the Town of Canaan thus far in our permitting                                   
process. We are excited by the prospect of a Better Place Forest in Canaan and respectfully request a                                   
Special Permit for this purpose. If there is any additional information staff may need to process this request,                                   
please do not hesitate to reach out at any time.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 

   
 
  
 
Jake Young                                   Scott Roycroft           Gia DeBartolo  
Acquisition Manager                                   Entitlement Manager                              Land Analyst   

jake@betterplaceforests.com                 scott@betterplaceforests.com       gia@betterplaceforests.com  

605-641-5778                                                       415-308-2339           630-272-1013  
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

Date Prepared:  April 2020 (Fieldwork) 

Prepared By: CONNWOOD FORESTERS, INC. 

    39 CHERRY HILL ROAD,  P.O. BOX 150 

    ROCKFALL, CONNECTICUT 06481 

    (860) 349-9910         

    Forester: David Beers  860-384-1214 (cell) 

    CT Forester #207  NRCS TSP 10-6763 

 
Property Owner: A Better Place Forests  

Address: 3717 Buchanan Street Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94123 

Contact Person: Gia DeBartolo, Land Analyst 

Phone: 630-272-1013 

Email: Gia@betterplaceforests.com 

Property Address:  300 Music Mountain Road, Canaan CT 06031 

Assessor Records: Map 2 – Lot 51 - 109.642 Acres 

     Map 2 - Lot 51.1 – 8.00 Acres 

     Map 1 - Lot 32-5 – 19.09 Acres 

Latitude 41.92646 N   Longitude 73.33069 W 

Acreage: 131 acres 

Signatures: 
Preparer: __________________________________________  Date: _______________ 
   David Beers of Connwood Foresters, Inc. 
 
 

As the property owner, I have reviewed this management plan with my forester, and I understand the contents and agree that 
it reflects my goals and intention for the management of this property. 

Property Owner: ______________________________________  Date: _______________ 

 

 

Eastern ledges in Stand 1 
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INTRODUCTION  

Upon request by the Better Place Forests, Connwood Foresters Inc, has prepared a ten-year (2020-2030) forest 
stewardship plan for the Music Mountain Property in Canaan, CT.  An inventory of this property was conducted in April of 
2020 in order to determine how to best implement the natural resource stewardship objectives of the landowner. 

THE STEWARDSHIP OBJECTIVES ARE (NOT NECESSARILY IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE): 

1. Public enjoyment of the property as part of family memorials 

2. Improve forest health 

3. Protect wetlands and water resources 

 
Forests clean the air and water, protect the soil, provide homes for wildlife, and renew our spirit. Forestry uses scientific 

knowledge and methods to create a healthy forest and create a greater diversity and abundance of life throughout the 
landscape, while providing forest products and services to society.  

This forest stewardship plan provides an organized and effective approach for the long-term protection and use of the 
forest resources. The plan also allows the landowner to become aware of the full detail and potential of their forest. An 
inventory of the forest’s condition and your stewardship objectives provide the basis for the recommendations. 
Implementation of these recommendations will create forest improvements that will last well beyond our lifetime and will 
provide benefits beyond the property’s borders.  

The recommendations within this plan are designed to cover a ten-year management period. As management progresses 
on this property it may become apparent that some recommendations are no longer valid and others become critical.  Please 
note that while these management activities are spaced out over ten years, the order and timing are not carved in stone.  Be 
assured that Connwood Foresters, Inc. is available to assist you with all of the management recommendations outlined in this 
plan.   

Please refer to the maps while reading the plan. Throughout the following narrative, features are described which can be 
located on the maps. Using the maps will make the narrative much more meaningful. Please also refer to the ‘Definitions of 
Forestry Terms’ section to explain any terms that are unfamiliar or confusing.  

Resource concerns observed are:  
1) Lack of growing space for the most desirable trees – the potential Memorial Trees 
2) A few patches of invasive exotic vegetation and vines 
3) Lack of boundary marking 

 
Limestone glacial erratic in Stand 5 
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REGIONAL CONTEXT  

The property consists of 131 acres in western Connecticut. The property is in the town of Canaan, which is in Litchfield 
County.  

The conservation of parcels of open space like this one is essential for Canaan to retain its character and appeal. This 
property lies in a low-density residential area; with patches of forests and farms. 

Housatonic State Forests partially abuts the property to the east and north (see map). The remainder of the property is 
abutted by private land. Most of the abutting land is undeveloped forest, with sparse residential housing. Please see the 
attached locus map. 

Access/Trails 

The property has 1800’ of road frontage on Music Mountain Road. A long gravel driveway goes up to the house. There are 
woods roads throughout the property. All of these woods roads are drivable with a high-clearance vehicle. There are also some 
unmarked walking trails. Some of the trails could be traversed with an ATV if need be for maintenance or emergency reasons.  

 
View south from cabin 
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SITE 

The property’s elevation rises roughly 360’, from a low of 940’ along Music Mountain Road to a high to 1300’ at the 
northern tip of the property. The property slopes in all directions, with the most common aspect being south. 

The soils on the property are mostly glacial till derived from bedrock composed of granitic gneiss and schist. These soils 
originate from the glaciers that ground the bedrock into soil particles 10,000 years ago. These soils are therefore called glacial 
till. Till has a blend of many mineral particle sizes (clay, silt, sand, and stones) that the glacier mixed up and deposited. These 
nutrient rich soils encourage vigorous tree growth. 

Soils provide nutrients, moisture, and support for trees and other plant life in forest ecosystems.  Soils help determine the 
types of trees and how well they grow on any given site. Soil quality varies greatly with topographic position. Upper slopes are 
dry and have thin, coarse soils whose nutrients have been leached to lower slopes. As a result, upper slopes typically have trees 
of shorter stature that grow slower. Mid-slopes are moderately moist and have moderate soil nutrition. Lower slopes are moist 
and nutrient rich and support the most vigorous tree growth. The bases of slopes hold moisture and even though they are 
nutrient rich, they often support poor tree growth due to the abundance of water and therefore lack of oxygen in their soils. 
Species composition and growth reflect this topographic soil pattern. 

Soil types for Forest: Please refer to the attached web soil survey report. 

Map Name Texture Hydric Farmland Stands 

18 Catden Freetown Organic Yes  1 (swamp) 

31B Copake Fine sandy loam   2 

38E Hinckley Loamy sand  Yes 1, 2 

52C Sutton Stony fine sandy loam   1, 3 

62C/D Canton Charlton Stony fine sandy loam   All 

73C/E Charlton Chatfield Rocky fine sandy loam   1, 5 

75E Hollis Chatfield Fine sandy loam, rock outcrops   1, 2 

86D Paxton Montauk Stony fine sandy loam  ^^ 1, 2 

*Soil not listed if it is an insignificant component of forest (<1 acre) 
^^This soil type would be prime farmland if it were less stony 
 

 
Stand 5 glacial erratic 
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WATER RES OURCES 

Most of the property drains southerly to Reed Brook. Reed Brook flows westerly alongside Music Mountain Road through 
Dean Ravine to the Housatonic River. The northeast corner of the property (NW of the Collier Stove) drains easterly to Flat 
Brook. Flat Brook flows north to the Hollenbeck River. The Hollenbeck River flows northwest to the Housatonic River. The 
Housatonic River flows to Long Island Sound. 

There are wetlands and watercourses on the property. The soils in the wetlands are poorly drained and are saturated for a 
significant portion of each year. Any sort of significant ground or vegetation disturbance within 100 feet of wetland soils, 
watercourses, and waterbodies requires a permit from each town’s Inland Wetlands Commission.  

The wetlands prevent floods by slowing water runoff during storm periods, absorb and store sediment and nutrients that 
would otherwise harm downstream water bodies, store and recharge groundwater during dry periods, and provide excellent 
wildlife habitat.  Activities in or near wetlands should be limited to when the water table has receded or has frozen over.   

Sustaining water quality requires preventing erosion to keep the soil and its nutrients in the forest and out of the wetlands 
and watercourses. This means using erosion control methods on trails, roads, and as part of any forest activities to control the 
volume and velocity of water on unprotected soil. Such methods include installing water bars, spreading mulch, and spreading 
grass seed. In addition, at least 50% of the tree canopy cover should be retained within 100 feet of wetlands and watercourses. 
Such measures provide a protective buffer that can filter out damaging pollutants, nutrients, and sediments before reaching 
water resources. 

Please refer to ‘Water Quality’ section under General Recommendations. 
 

 
Stand 3 pond 
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3-Acre red maple swamp in Stand 1 

 

 
Stream and ledges in Stand 3 
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HISTORY  

The property has a few stonewalls. Stonewalls served many purposes: a depository for fieldstone removed for tilling the 
land, a boundary marker, and a barrier to keep livestock out of the crops. Along many of these stonewalls are remnants of wire 
fencing embedded in the trees. The stonewalls and wire fences are evidence of the decades of agricultural use (livestock 
pasture) throughout the property.  

The stoniness of the soil probably made cultivating crops difficult on most of the property. It is likely that these areas 
were used for livestock pasture over 175 years ago. A few acres below the driveway in Stand 2 appears to have been hayed or 
tilled 175+ years ago as evidenced by the smooth microtopography and a large stone pile. 

 
Large rock pile in Stand 2 

 
The entire property also has evidence of charcoal production that would have occurred over 100 years ago. After 

agricultural abandonment, many of the new forests in this area of Connecticut were cut repeatedly in the late 1800’s and early 
1900’s to make charcoal that was used as the primary fuel source by the metal industries in CT prior to coal. Throughout the 
forest are numerous round flat 20’ wide circles used to burn a pile of wood, covered with soil, to make charcoal (low oxygen 
burn). The charcoal was then removed by ox cart down the mountains on 6’ side paths called dugways. Some of these 
dugways are sometimes still visible in the microtopography. 

Old-field trees are found throughout the forest (also called legacy trees). These are large, older trees, with large branches 
low on the stem. They began growing when the surrounding land was being farmed. This open-grown condition allowed the 
growth of their many large branches and spreading form. Many large old-field trees are along stonewalls and wire fences. 
These trees served as a seed source for the present forest.  

There was a small structure at the driveway entrance from the late 1800’s until the early 1980’s. The current owner 
acquired the property east of Upper Barracks Road (109 acres) in 1984 and acquired the property west of Upper Barracks 
Road (19 acres) in 2002. The current structures on the property were built in the mid 1980’s. 

Parts of the forest appear to have been logged 40+ years ago as evidenced by old stumps. These logged areas are north of 
the forested wetland, along with parts of Stand 3 and Stand 5. Two acres of Stand 4 was cut in the 1990s to clear for a house 
site and a view. 
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Collier Stove in Stand 1 

 

 
1950 Chevy in Stand 5 
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FOREST DEVELOPMENT  

In order to fully understand how and why we manipulate forest development, we need to understand the natural process 
of forest development and growth. In other words, how a forest matures and changes over time.  

As a forest ages, the trees grow to large sizes and in that process become fewer in number. A young forest of newly 
established seedlings may have more than 5,000 trees per acre. Twenty years later there are 500 trees per acre. After 50 years 
there are 200-300 six-inch diameter trees per acre, and in another fifty years there are 50 sawtimber trees per acre. After 100 
years, approximately 97% of the original 5000 seedlings per acre have died leaving the remaining 3% of the trees to mature 
into the trees you see today. 

The exact numbers vary from forest to forest, but the process of forest maturation is the same. What is happening here? 
The other 4,950 trees died and rotted away because they lost the competition for limited growing space. This process 
continues until the mature trees die from old age or disease, blow over, burn in a forest fire, or are cut. This process has 
occurred on your property over the past 100+ years. 

Each time a tree dies, the surrounding tree crowns expand to fill in the canopy opening. When a large tree dies, or a group 
of trees die, the opening is too large for the surrounding trees to fill. When this happens, the understory trees will fill the gap. 
Eventually all the trees we see today will die and be replaced by their progeny in the understory. 

You can accelerate and improve upon forest development by selecting the trees that will dominate the stand. You may 
favor the healthiest and most vigorous trees. You may favor a tree for its value to wildlife, like red cedar. You may favor a tree 
for its products, like sugar maple for syrup. You may favor a tree for its longevity, like white oak. You can take much of the 
chance out of the development process by personally guiding how the forest develops, based on your objectives. 

You can favor a tree’s survival and vigor by opening up growing space around its crown. This allows the tree to expand its 
crown and receive more sunlight. In turn, this increases the tree’s photosynthetic capability, which will make the tree more 
resistant to insect and disease problems and will make it grow faster. 

In summary, forestry mimics and manipulates natural forest development to produce a healthier and more valuable forest. 
This scientific manipulation can produce wood products, improve wildlife habitat, create more recreational opportunities, and 
form a more attractive forest. 

 
Ledges north of cabin in Stand 1 
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FOREST HEALTH 

Some black and yellow birch trees have an infection of Nectria cankers, which is a common affliction. Nectria is a fungal 
infection that causes bark deformities. It can kill the tree, but usually only causes stem deformities. The birch Nectria is a 
native affliction. 

The white pine weevil has infested some of the white pines in the past. This insect eats the pine’s leader or terminal shoot, 
such that the pine’s lateral branches assume the terminal leadership. Each time a terminal shoot is eaten, a crook or bend in 
the pine is formed. If the infestation is severe, the pine becomes multiple stemmed to form what is called a cabbage pine.  

The emerald ash borer is currently spreading into Connecticut. This borer eventually will kill most of the ash on this 
property. Luckily, ash is an insignificant component of this forest.  

Fortunately, I did see many tree seedlings and saplings coming up in the understory. This is, in part, thanks to this 
property and neighboring properties being hunted. This tree regeneration will fill in any canopy gaps.  

I could find no evidence of recent fires (last 50 years). The current trail system provides good access for all terrain vehicles 
to suppress any future forest fires in parts the property. There are also many opportunities for fire suppression access from 
neighboring properties. Stand 4 is particularly fire prone due to dry thin soils and a southerly aspect. 

 

Ledges above driveway entrance in Stand 2 
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WILDLIFE HABITAT  

The wildlife habitat on the property provides the necessary food, cover, and water for many types of animals found in this 
region. Habitat variation includes deciduous trees, coniferous trees, stream banks, forested wetlands, a field, a pond, brushy 
growth, younger trees and older trees.  

Overall the forest is diverse in both tree species and tree sizes. The large diversity of tree species ensures a greater variety 
of foods and therefore a larger diversity of animals. The diversity of tree sizes affords many different roosting, nesting, and 
feeding opportunities for birds. The wood thrush, for example, sings from the upper canopy, nests in the mid-story, and feeds 
on the ground. 

Cover 

Cover may be a hemlock tree for a screech owl (sleeping cover), a stonewall for a chipmunk (escape cover), or a dense 
patch of brush for a deer (resting cover). An animal’s cover requirements are variable. Deer and grouse generally feed in 
relatively open areas of forests, but during a winter snowstorm they may seek refuge in a dense stand of conifers.  

Dead Wood/ Snags: A critical part of the forest habitat is dead wood. Standing dead trees (snags) and dead wood on the 
ground serve important habitat benefits. Over one-quarter of the wildlife species that potentially inhabit this property require 
dead wood, hollow trees, or rotten wood for some part of their life cycle. Dead wood provides cover, moisture, nest sites, and 
den sites.  

Snags are standing dead trees that provide food and cover for over 85 wildlife species.  Snags are important foraging sites 
for many species of birds and often serve as cavity trees when primary excavators, such as woodpeckers, initiate cavity 
development. Snags, especially those with good vantage points in clearing or along edges, are also used as perching sites for 
raptors, phoebes and other birds. A greater number of wildlife species will benefit from large snags (greater than 18 inches 
diameter) as opposed to numerous small ones. Large snags generally last longer and can be used by both large and small birds 
and mammals. 

On average, each acre of forest should have at least 6 snags per acre, half of which should have diameters over 16”. As 
you can see by this table, almost all of the stands have plenty of snags, with a deficit of large snags. 

 

Stand Snags/Ac 16”+/Ac 

1 10 1 

2 23 0 

3 11 3 

4 1 1 

5 25 3 

 
Cavity or Den Trees: Den trees are trees having the trunk or large limbs hollowed out by rot, with an opening to the outside. 
Cavities in trees of all sizes are essential to many species of birds and mammals. Blacked-capped chickadees and eastern 
bluebirds use cavities in stems less than 6 inches in diameter. Gray squirrels, screech owls, and various woodpeckers such as 
northern flickers use cavities in stems between 12 and 18 inches in diameter. Larger birds and mammals such as pileated 
woodpeckers, fishers, and raccoons require larger cavities in stems greater than 18 inches in diameter.  
 
Brush Piles: A small portion of brush should be piled wherever possible and practical to provide additional wildlife cover. 
This can be combined with efforts to move woody debris away from walking trails and wildlife openings. Small mammals and 
some birds (wrens) use such piles for cover and bears use them to den. Such piles are particularly desirable if located near 
water or the edge of forest openings. Large wood and rocks form the base, which are covered by progressively smaller 
branches to form a mound that is about 6 feet high and 15 feet across.  

Conifers: Some conifers (pine, hemlock, and cedar) should always be retained to provide mammals and birds protection from 
harsh winter weather. They provide food and cover for resting, roosting, and nesting. They also help to moderate the effects 
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of inclement weather. Forests that contain both conifer and deciduous trees generally contain more wildlife species that either 
one exclusively. Ruffed grouse, white-tailed deer, red and northern flying squirrels, red-breasted nuthatches, golden and ruby-
crowned kinglets, solitary vireos, and bay-breasted warblers are examples of Connecticut wildlife species attracted to conifers. 
Cedar is particularly beneficial by providing excellent winter cover and food (blue cones) for birds and mammals.  

Perches: Perching sites are most often found in old fields, pastures, roadsides, riparian corridors, and in stands with an 
overstory tree that clearly towers above all other forest vegetation. Supracanopy white pines, hemlocks, yellow poplars, and 
large roadside sugar maples are examples of high exposed perching sites.  The exposed nature of these high perches provides 
excellent hunting and nesting sites for various raptors such as osprey, red-tailed hawks and kestrels that forage in non-forest 
cover types and open forests.  Fences, utility lines, isolated deciduous shrubs, and woody sprout clumps less than 10 feet high 
can serve as low perches.  

Travel Lanes: Fence rows, stonewalls, drainage ways surrounded by tall herbaceous vegetation and low woody growth make 
excellent travel lanes. Stonewalls provide structure to wildlife habitats and are especially valuable as travel lanes. For small 
mammals, such as chipmunks, stonewalls serve as an important cover for nearly all daily functions. For larger species, 
stonewalls provide protective cover along which to travel. Where stonewalls boarder fields or woodland roads lush herbaceous 
edges may be present. 

Food 

Food, a source of energy for growth, maintenance of good health, and reproduction is essential to all wildlife species. All 
animals must have an adequate seasonal supply of nutritious foods provided by a variety of habitat types. The seasons and 
weather can be an important factor in determining food availability. Insects, grasses, forbs, mast (nuts), and fruits as well as 
other animals are important food sources for wildlife in Connecticut.  The following are two major sources of food for wildlife 
in the forest. 

Hard Mast: Hard mast is hard shelled seeds (nuts and acorns) that provide high caloric source of digestible lipids and 
carbohydrates needed by most resident and migratory wildlife species. Native hard mast-producing trees include the oaks, 
hickories, and beeches. A variety of hard mast producing tree species will ensure food all year and are insurance against seed 
failure of any one species. White oak acorns are particularly valuable because of their high protein content.  

Fruit: Fleshy (soft) fruits produced from a variety of native shrubs are an important food source for wildlife. Some common 
shrubs of high value are blueberry, huckleberry, common juniper, serviceberry, spicebush, winterberry, dogwoods and sumac. 

Rare Threatened and Endangered Specie 
The CT DEEP Natural Diversity Database (NDDB) does not have occurrences on or near this property.  
 

 
Bear scat on woods road in Stand 5 
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS  

WATER QUALITY 

Protecting water quality requires preventing erosion to keep the soil and its nutrients in the forest and out of the wetlands 
and watercourses. This means using erosion control methods on trails, roads, and as part of any forest activities to control the 
volume and velocity of water on unprotected soil. Such methods include installing water bars, spreading mulch, and spreading 
grass seed as needed. It means hardening trails with rocks and logs at wet or erosive areas to prevent soil disturbance. Please 
refer to your Connecticut Best Management Practices Manual. In addition, at least 50% of the tree canopy cover should be 
retained within 100 feet of wetlands.  

ACCESS 

Maintaining good access roads/trails into the forest increases the value of the timber, aides in wildfire control, prevents 
trespass, aides in property maintenance, prevents erosion, and improves forest recreation opportunities. Because wildfires can 
result in soil erosion, roads are critical for the use of fire control equipment. Access roads also can act as barriers to the spread 
of fires.  

Proper maintenance of roads and trails is critical to preventing erosion. Basically, maintenance means keeping water off of 
the trails, with the trail surface remaining intact. Methods include water bars, culverts, drainage ditches, crowning, seeding 
(grass), and gravelling. Brush and debris must also be cleared from trails for them to be usable. 

The current trail/woods road system is in good shape and well-maintained. The woods road to the cabin and the woods 
road north of the field have some drainage dips that will need to be cleared of debris occasionally. The main driveway 
has an excellent network of drainage ditches and ditch-relief culverts that will need periodic cleaning. 

 
Looking down woods road to driveway 
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BOUNDARIES/ MAPS 

Boundaries need to be well marked to protect the property from trespass and encroachment. The standard for marking 
boundaries is the use of painted blazes. A blaze is a hand-sized shallow scrape in the bark. This scrape will last for decades and 
does not harm the tree if done properly. When painted, this blaze is quite visible and long lasting. Trees within arm’s length of 
the boundaries are blazed, with the blazes facing the boundary line. The blazes should be given a new coat of paint every 5 
years. Custom signs can also be hung about every 100 feet to communicate anything the landowner desires. It is also 
recommended that understory vegetation and debris be cleared from boundary lines such that they can be easily traversed for 
inspection.  

It appeared that most of the boundary was recently flagged with pink flagging as part of a recent property survey. While 
some of the Housatonic State Forest property boundaries were well marked with state signs and yellow blazes, others were 
barely marked at all. Rather than marking this yourself, I recommend you ask the state to refresh their boundary marks. 
The boundaries abutting private land should be marked as described above. I did notice trespassing in what 
appeared to be an ATV trail coming from the neighbor property into Stand 4. 

INCENTIVES 

This plan is used as a basis to apply for funding to implement practices that are recommended in this plan. Please see the 
‘Summary of Management Recommendations’. 

 
INVASIVES 

Unfortunately, invasive exotic shrubs are found in a few spots on the forest. Invasive species are typically from another 
part of the world such that when established here have no native enemies to hold their population in check. When left 
uncontrolled, they spread into natural landscapes and replace what would grow there naturally, including tree regeneration and 
other native understory vegetation.  

 
Barberry and skunk cabbage along brook 
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 Control methods include mechanical and chemical methods. In a shady forest, cutting a vine is enough to kill it. Invasive 
shrubs are not so easy. Pulling the invasives out by the roots can be effective, but extremely difficult and labor intensive. 
Yearly cutting back of the aboveground stems will keep the invasives under control, and perhaps kill them after a few years. 
The most effective control method is to cut the invasive and follow with an herbicide treatment during the growing season. 
An herbicide (Roundup) should be applied to the freshly cut stub and/or green foliage. For more information, visit the 
Invasive Plant Atlas of New England: invasives.ecb.uconn.edu/ipane. A more detailed treatment method is described in the 
stand recommendations. 

AESTHETICS 

There are many opportunities to improve the beauty or aesthetics of the property that fall outside of traditional 
landscaping. Two activities have already been mentioned and have benefits beyond aesthetics: vine and invasive species 
control. Most would agree that hanging vines and thorny invasive species have little beauty. Controlling vines and invasives 
creates a more park-like forest that appeals to most people because it is much easier to see through and walk through. 

With the same methods discussed for vine and invasive species control, you can eliminate the understory growth and 
woody debris of a forest to create a truly park-like setting. This may be desirable around a house, campsite, viewshed or picnic 
site. The improved visibility and lack of understory clutter is very attractive and enjoyable. Such clearing should remain isolated 
and small in scale (less than an acre). The wholesale destruction of understory vegetation is detrimental to bird, mammal, and 
amphibian habitat. It also prevents the forest from renewing itself with young trees. 

 
Ledges above house 
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FOREST STAND DESCRIPTI ONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

Stands are separate natural communities that are distinct from each other. Dividing a property into stands makes it 
possible to logically describe the property. Keep in mind that while stands are distinct, stand boundaries are often indistinct, 
where one stand will meld into the next stand over the course of 100 to 200 feet. Even within a single stand, there is a 
tremendous amount of variation. Like most properties in Connecticut, your property could be divided into an almost 
unlimited number of stands due to the tremendous variety forests inherently possess. To prevent analysis paralysis, a minimum 
stand size of five acres is usually adhered to. 

The following stand descriptions are based on 34 measurement points (10 BAF) evenly distributed throughout the forest. 
At each measurement point, quantitative and qualitative data was recorded. An average of 10 trees was measured at each point 
(species, diameter, and height). I zig-zagged all over the place when walking between plots to ensure that I saw every acre. 

There is a nested 1/100th acre plot at each measurement point that records all saplings between 1” and 5” diameter. 

Each description begins with two graphs. The first shows the relative abundance of each species by percent. Not all 
species found in a stand will be included in this graph because some of the less common species did not fall within a 
measurement point. The second graph shows the relative abundance of different tree sizes based on the diameter of the tree 
measured at 4.5 feet off the ground. 

 
 In addition to the 128 acres of forest, there is a 3-acre field. About half of the field is kept mowed and the other half is 
gradually reverting to forest. This area was an orchard that was abandoned in the mid-1960’s. A few of the apple trees are still 
alive. The reverting half has a mix of hardwood saplings, pine saplings, red cedar saplings, brambles and exotic invasives. Most 
of the invasives are on the west side and include multi-flora rose shrubs, barberry shrubs, bush honeysuckle shrubs and 
bittersweet vines. I recommend eradicating the invasives and vines. 

 
Invasvies and vines along western edge of field 
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STAND 1: EAST OAK (76 ACRES) 

  

Other Species (not measured) Chestnut oak, white ash 
Regeneration/Understory  ~200 saplings per acre: 40% red maple  

with an even mix of sugar maple, oak, birch, pine, and hickory 
        Patches of thick mountain laurel 
        Patches of witch hazel, striped maple, musclewood, ironwood, and serviceberry shrubs 
        Lowbush blueberry and huckleberry shrubs on dry hilltops 
Coarse Woody Debris   Average amount 
Insect/Disease/Disturbance  Dead and dying white ash trees – emerald ash borer 
        Minor black birch canker 
        Minor past white pine weevil damage 
Invasives/Vines     Widely scattered barberry shrubs along brook and in swamp 
Canopy Closure     90% 
Basal Area per Acre    105 
Trees per Acre     116 
Volume per Acre    8.2 MBF 
%UGS       22%  
History       Likely livestock pasture 175+ years ago 
        Charcoal production 100+ years ago 
         -Many of the oak trees originated from periodic coppice cutting of saplings for charcoal 
          -This led to oaks growing in clumps from cut stumps 
        A few 40+ year old stumps north of the swamp 
        
This mature stand is dominated by sawtimber oak growing on site conditions that vary with topographic position. The lower 
slopes are moister and richer, with taller trees and more maple trees; and the upper slopes are dryer and rockier, with shorter 
trees and more oak trees. The largest trees were 28” diameter red oaks. 
 
Throughout the sand are remnants of charcoal pits and ox-cart paths to carry charcoal. A very distinct and obvious one is just 
north of the driveway near where the woods road to the cabin veers off. There is the remnants a collier’s fieldstone cooking 
stove in the north reaches of this stand (see map), with a trail leading to the stove. 
 
Included within this stand is a 3-acre red maple swamp. This periodically flooded swamp is growing red maple, pine, elm, and 
yellow birch trees; with some mountain laurel and high-bush blueberry shrubs in the understory. 
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Recommendations 
 
Forest stand improvement to highlight potential memorial trees 
Remove trees to provide more growing space to potential memorial trees. The memorial trees will become more vigorous, 
expand into larger crowns. Larger crowns and more sunlight will increase the photosynthetic production and thereby improve 
tree vigor and health. Trees designated for removal can be cut down and perhaps removed for firewood.  
 
In this stand, potential memorial trees include healthy, large, long-lived red oak, white oak, sugar maple, hickory, and pine. Any 
tree whose average lifespan is over 200 years I would consider long-lived and any tree whose diameter is over 20” is large. 
 
Create wildlife brush piles using the debris from the above forest stand improvement work. See attached NRCS job sheet 
about brush pile construction. 
 
 

 
How Stand 1 looks 
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STAND 2: RICH HARDWOODS (15 ACRES) 

 

Other Species (not measured) Hemlock, paper birch, beech, black cherry, black birch 
Regeneration/Understory  ~200 saplings per acre: 70% sugar maple  

with the remaining being red maple and a bit of oak 
        Patches of white pine seedlings 
        Patches of witch hazel, striped maple, ironwood, and serviceberry shrubs 
        Widely scattered mountain laurel shrubs 
Coarse Woody Debris   Average amount 
Insect/Disease/Disturbance  Dead and dying white ash trees – emerald ash borer 
        Minor black birch canker 
        Minor past white pine weevil damage 
Invasives/Vines     A few scattered barberry and multi-flora rose shrubs along brook and road 
        A few patches of grape vines below the driveway 
Canopy Closure     90% 
Basal Area per Acre    107 
Trees per Acre     120 
Volume per Acre    6.9 MBF 
%UGS       22%  
History       Likely livestock pasture 175+ years ago 
        Charcoal production 100+ years ago 
         -Many of the oak trees originated from periodic coppice cutting of saplings for charcoal 
          -This led to oaks growing in clumps from cut stumps 
        A few acres below the driveway might have been hayed and/or tilled 175+ years ago 
         -Smooth microtopography and a large stone pile here are indicative of past cultivation 
         -Area below driveway would be a prime farmland soil if it were not so stony 
        
This mature stand is a diverse mix of sawtimber trees growing on a rich lower-slope site. There are also a few areas of aspen 
trees, the largest of which is directly north of the big stone pile. The largest trees were some old field sugar maples down near 
the road having 30’-40” diameters. There are also some rather large pine trees. This stand has the most impressive 
potential memorial trees. This stand has prime farmland soils along the road. 
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Recommendations 
 
Forest stand improvement to highlight potential memorial trees 
Remove trees to provide more growing space to potential memorial trees. The memorial trees will become more vigorous, 
expand into larger crowns. Larger crowns and more sunlight will increase the photosynthetic production and thereby improve 
tree vigor and health. Trees designated for removal can be cut down and perhaps removed for firewood.  
 
In this stand, potential memorial trees include healthy, large, long-lived red oak, white oak, sugar maple, hickory, and pine. Any 
tree whose average lifespan is over 200 years I would consider long-lived and any tree whose diameter is over 20” is large. 
 
Create wildlife brush piles using the debris from the above forest stand improvement work. See attached NRCS job sheet 
about brush pile construction. 
 
Cut the tree-hanging grape vines below the driveway. 
 

 
How Stand 2 looks, with stream 
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STAND 3: WEST OAK (9 ACRES) 

  

Other Species (not measured) White ash, yellow birch, paper birch, beech, hemlock 
Regeneration/Understory  ~200 saplings per acre: 90% sugar maple  

with a few red maple, hickory, and beech 
        Patches of mountain laurel, witch hazel, striped maple, ironwood, and serviceberry shrubs 
Coarse Woody Debris   Average amount 
Insect/Disease/Disturbance  Dead and dying white ash trees – emerald ash borer 
        Minor black birch canker 
        Minor past white pine weevil damage 
Invasives/Vines     A few scattered patches of barberry shrubs along the brook 
Canopy Closure     90% 
Basal Area per Acre    135 
Trees per Acre     158 
Volume per Acre    10.0 MBF 
%UGS       15%  
History       Likely livestock pasture 175+ years ago 
        Charcoal production 100+ years ago 
         -Many of the oak trees originated from periodic coppice cutting of saplings for charcoal 
          -This led to oaks growing in clumps from cut stumps 
        A few 40+ year old stumps and an old skid trail 
        
This mature stand is dominated by sawtimber oak growing on site conditions that vary with topographic position. The lower 
slopes are moister and richer, with taller trees and more maple trees; and the upper slopes are dryer and rockier, with shorter 
trees and more oak and hickory trees. The largest trees were 28” diameter red oaks. 
 
This stand is similar to Stand 1. It has more sugar maple and hickory, but less pine and red maple, than Stand 1. It is 
geographically isolated from Stand 1 by the stream and steep slopes, and hence was made a separate stand. 
 
Included within this stand is a 1-acre pond. An intermittent stream with a very diffuse flow drains this pond. 
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Recommendations 
 
Forest stand improvement to highlight potential memorial trees 
Remove trees to provide more growing space to potential memorial trees. The memorial trees will become more vigorous, 
expand into larger crowns. Larger crowns and more sunlight will increase the photosynthetic production and thereby improve 
tree vigor and health. Trees designated for removal can be cut down and perhaps removed for firewood.  
 
In this stand, potential memorial trees include healthy, large, long-lived red oak, white oak, sugar maple, hickory, and pine. Any 
tree whose average lifespan is over 200 years I would consider long-lived and any tree whose diameter is over 20” is large. 
 
Create wildlife brush piles using the debris from the above forest stand improvement work. See attached NRCS job sheet 
about brush pile construction. 
 

 
View of ledges below cabin from Stand 3 
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STAND 4: DRY OAK (11 ACRES) 

  

Other Species (not measured) Hemlock, scarlet oak 
Regeneration/Understory  ~300 saplings per acre: 60% oak  

with an even mix of red maple and hickory 
a few scattered pine saplings 

        A few mountain laurel, witch hazel, and ironwood shrubs 
        Many lowbush blueberry and huckleberry shrubs  
Coarse Woody Debris   Average amount 
Insect/Disease/Disturbance  Minor past white pine weevil damage  
        Dry thin soils, with a southerly aspect, makes this dry site prone to fire 
Invasives/Vines     None 
Canopy Closure     90% 
Basal Area per Acre    100 
Trees per Acre     153 
Volume per Acre    2.7 MBF 
%UGS       43%  
History       Likely livestock pasture 175+ years ago 
        Charcoal production 100+ years ago 
         -Many of the oak trees originated from periodic coppice cutting of saplings for charcoal 
          -This led to oaks growing in clumps from cut stumps 
        Two acres cleared for a house site and a view in the 1990s 
        
This mature stand is dominated by relatively short oak, hickory and pine trees growing on a dry, nutrient-poor, rocky site; 
having thin soils. The largest trees were 20” diameter oaks. The State has not marked its boundaries here. 
 
Included within this stand is a 2-acre area of thick oak, hickory, red maple, and pine saplings (see map). Most of these saplings 
are 3”-4” in diameter and have a height of 40’-50’. This clearing has a few taller widely scattered sawtimber oak trees that were 
left standing when the area was clearcut for a proposed house and view in the 1990s by the previous owner.  
 
Recommendations 
None 

The trees here are too small and growing on too poor a growing site to be used for Memorial trees. 
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STAND 5: PINE (17 ACRES) 

  

Other Species (not measured) Hemlock, black birch, beech, scarlet oak, white ash 
Regeneration/Understory  ~200 saplings per ac having an even mix of pine, red maple, and black birch (w/a few oaks) 
        Patches of pine seedlings 
        Patches of witch hazel, striped maple, and mountain laurel shrubs 
Coarse Woody Debris   Average amount 
Insect/Disease/Disturbance  Minor to moderate past white pine weevil damage 
        Dead and dying white ash trees – emerald ash borer 
Invasives/Vines     Western 5-acre block has a few patches of barberry shrubs and grape vines 
        None in other two blocks 
Canopy Closure     90% 
Basal Area per Acre    142 
Trees per Acre     172 
Volume per Acre    8.7 MBF 
%UGS       21%  
History       Likely livestock pasture 175+ years ago 
        Charcoal production 100+ years ago 
         -Many of the oak trees originated from periodic coppice cutting of saplings for charcoal 
          -This led to oaks growing in clumps from cut stumps 
        A few 40+ year old stumps 
        
This mature stand is half pine, and most of the other half is oak, growing on site conditions that vary with topographic 
position. The largest trees were some ugly white pine trees, in the 5-acre western block, that have 30’-40” diameters. 
 
The northern 8-acre block has straight sawtimber pine growing on a flat average site. Within this block is a trail leading to a 
limestone glacial erratic. This erratic is quite unusual because it is limestone in an area without any limestone bedrock. 
 
The western 5-acre block has a lot of large branchy pine that are more crocked due to past weevil damage. The block is on an 
east-facing hillside, with some barberry shrubs and grape vines at the base of the hill. An old 1950 Chevy Coupe was 
abandoned here. 
 
The central 4-acre block is a dry rocky site with some steep ledges below the cabin. 
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Recommendations 
 
Forest stand improvement to highlight potential memorial trees 
Remove trees to provide more growing space to potential memorial trees. The memorial trees will become more vigorous, 
expand into larger crowns. Larger crowns and more sunlight will increase the photosynthetic production and thereby improve 
tree vigor and health. Trees designated for removal can be cut down and perhaps removed for firewood.  
 
In this stand, potential memorial trees include healthy, large, long-lived red oak, white oak, chestnut oak, hickory, and pine. 
Any tree whose average lifespan is over 200 years I would consider long-lived and any tree whose diameter is over 20” is large. 
 
Create wildlife brush piles using the debris from the above forest stand improvement work. See attached NRCS job sheet 
about brush pile construction. 
 
Eradicate the vines and invasive exotic shrubs at the base of the hill in the western 5-acre block. 
 

 
How Stand 5 looks 
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 SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT RECOMME NDATIONS 

The following table summarizes recommended forest management activities for the Music Mountain Forest in Canaan CT 
for the management period 2020 to 2030. Active management of one’s land is an exciting and dynamic process.  Adjustments, 
updates, and revisions may be necessary over time due to unforeseen changes in environmental conditions (disease, insects, 
fire, and storm damage) or changes in the stated objectives. The extent to which these recommendations are followed is totally 
up to the landowner.  

Stand Acres Recommendations Priority Timing 

 
All 
 
All 
 
Field 
 
5 
 
2 
 
1,2,3,5 
 
1,2,3,5 
 
 

 
NA 
 
NA 
 
3 
 
1 
 
1-2 
 
117 
 
117 
 
 

 
Mark property boundaries – see page 15 
 
Road/trail maintenance – see page 15 
 
Eradicate exotic invasives and vines * 
 
Eradicate exotic invasives and vines * 
 
Cut the tree-hanging grape vines * 
 
Forest stand improvement * 
 
Create wildlife brush piles * 
 
* NRCS cost-share funding possible 

 
H 
 
H 
 
H 
 
H 
 
M 
 
M 
 
L 
 
 

 
2020 
 
Annual 
 
2020 
 
2020 
 
2020 
 
2020+ 
 
2020+ 
 
 

 

 

Vines in Stand 2  
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DEFINITIONS OF FORESTRY TERMS 

AGS: Acceptable Growing Stock: Trees desirable for long-term growth/UGS: Undesirable Growing Stock 

Basal Area: The area in square feet of the cross section of a tree at DBH 

Boardfoot: Wood used for lumber that measures 1”x 12”x 12” (MBF = 1000 boardfeet) 

Canopy: Where the leaves and upper branches in a tree are located 

CFI: Continuous Forest Inventory: Periodic measurement of the trees a permanent measurement plots 

DBH: Diameter at Breast Height: diameter of a tree at 4.5’ above the ground 

Girdling: Creates a cut area around the circumference of the tree that blocks the flow of food 

Habitat: The foods, water, cover, and living space wildlife needs for survival 

Hardwood: Broad-leaved trees that usually shed their leaves in the fall 

Intermittent Stream: A small stream that usually does not flow all year 

Mast: Tree seeds that supply valuable wildlife nutrition; Hard: acorns, nuts; Soft: berries 

Overstory: Upper canopy of treetops 

Pole or Poletimber: Trees having a DBH of 6 to 12 inches 

Regeneration: New young trees 

Release: Remove competition such that the released tree has more sunlight and growing space  

Sapling: Trees having a DBH of 1 to 6 inches 

Sawtimber or Sawlog: Trees having a DBH greater than 12 inches 

Seedling: Trees having a DBH less than 1 inch 

Silviculture: The art, science, and practice of producing and tending a forest 

Snag: A dead standing tree 

Stand: Separate and distinct natural community 

UGS: Unacceptable Growing Stock: Undesirable trees due to undesirable characteristics (poor health, rot, poor form) 

Understory: Vegetation layer below the upper canopy of treetops 

TSI: Precommercial thinning where trees that have little or no value are killed or removed  

Water Bar: Ditches or logs placed at an angle to the slope to divert water from its downhill path  
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Custom Soil Resource Report
Soil Map (Better Forests CT)
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MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION

Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)

Soils
Soil Map Unit Polygons

Soil Map Unit Lines

Soil Map Unit Points

Special Point Features
Blowout

Borrow Pit

Clay Spot

Closed Depression

Gravel Pit

Gravelly Spot

Landfill

Lava Flow

Marsh or swamp

Mine or Quarry

Miscellaneous Water

Perennial Water

Rock Outcrop

Saline Spot

Sandy Spot

Severely Eroded Spot

Sinkhole

Slide or Slip

Sodic Spot

Spoil Area

Stony Spot

Very Stony Spot

Wet Spot

Other

Special Line Features

Water Features
Streams and Canals

Transportation
Rails

Interstate Highways

US Routes

Major Roads

Local Roads

Background
Aerial Photography

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at 
1:12,000.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map 
measurements.

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL: 
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator 
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts 
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the 
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more 
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as 
of the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area: State of Connecticut
Survey Area Data: Version 19, Sep 13, 2019

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales 
1:50,000 or larger.

Date(s) aerial images were photographed: Aug 23, 2018—Sep 
17, 2019

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were 
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background 
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor 
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Map Unit Legend (Better Forests CT)

Map Unit Symbol Map Unit Name Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

18 Catden and Freetown soils, 0 to 
2 percent slopes

3.0 2.3%

31B Copake fine sandy loam, 3 to 8 
percent slopes

1.5 1.1%

38E Hinckley loamy sand, 15 to 45 
percent slopes

4.6 3.5%

52C Sutton fine sandy loam, 2 to 15 
percent slopes, extremely 
stony

5.9 4.5%

62C Canton and Charlton fine sandy 
loams, 3 to 15 percent 
slopes, extremely stony

12.4 9.6%

62D Canton and Charlton fine sandy 
loams, 15 to 35 percent 
slopes, extremely stony

17.6 13.6%

73C Charlton-Chatfield complex, 0 
to 15 percent slopes, very 
rocky

39.4 30.4%

73E Charlton-Chatfield complex, 15 
to 45 percent slopes, very 
rocky

3.1 2.4%

75E Hollis-Chatfield-Rock outcrop 
complex, 15 to 45 percent 
slopes

31.6 24.3%

86D Paxton and Montauk fine sandy 
loams, 15 to 35 percent 
slopes, extremely stony

9.4 7.2%

90C Stockbridge loam, 8 to 15 
percent slopes

0.2 0.1%

91C Stockbridge loam, 8 to 15 
percent slopes, very stony

0.7 0.5%

W Water 0.6 0.5%

Totals for Area of Interest 129.8 100.0%

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Custom Soil Resource Report
Map—Farmland Classification (Better Place CT)
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MAP LEGEND
Area of Interest (AOI)

Area of Interest (AOI)

Soils
Soil Rating Polygons

Not prime farmland

All areas are prime 
farmland
Prime farmland if drained

Prime farmland if 
protected from flooding or 
not frequently flooded 
during the growing 
season
Prime farmland if irrigated

Prime farmland if drained 
and either protected from 
flooding or not frequently 
flooded during the 
growing season
Prime farmland if irrigated 
and drained
Prime farmland if irrigated 
and either protected from 
flooding or not frequently 
flooded during the 
growing season

Prime farmland if 
subsoiled, completely 
removing the root 
inhibiting soil layer
Prime farmland if irrigated 
and the product of I (soil 
erodibility) x C (climate 
factor) does not exceed 
60
Prime farmland if irrigated 
and reclaimed of excess 
salts and sodium
Farmland of statewide 
importance
Farmland of statewide 
importance, if drained
Farmland of statewide 
importance, if protected 
from flooding or not 
frequently flooded during 
the growing season
Farmland of statewide 
importance, if irrigated

Farmland of statewide 
importance, if drained and 
either protected from 
flooding or not frequently 
flooded during the 
growing season
Farmland of statewide 
importance, if irrigated 
and drained
Farmland of statewide 
importance, if irrigated 
and either protected from 
flooding or not frequently 
flooded during the 
growing season
Farmland of statewide 
importance, if subsoiled, 
completely removing the 
root inhibiting soil layer
Farmland of statewide 
importance, if irrigated 
and the product of I (soil 
erodibility) x C (climate 
factor) does not exceed 
60

Farmland of statewide 
importance, if irrigated 
and reclaimed of excess 
salts and sodium
Farmland of statewide 
importance, if drained or 
either protected from 
flooding or not frequently 
flooded during the 
growing season
Farmland of statewide 
importance, if warm 
enough, and either 
drained or either 
protected from flooding or 
not frequently flooded 
during the growing 
season
Farmland of statewide 
importance, if warm 
enough
Farmland of statewide 
importance, if thawed
Farmland of local 
importance
Farmland of local 
importance, if irrigated

Farmland of unique 
importance
Not rated or not 
available

Soil Rating Lines
Not prime farmland

All areas are prime 
farmland
Prime farmland if 
drained
Prime farmland if 
protected from flooding 
or not frequently flooded 
during the growing 
season
Prime farmland if 
irrigated
Prime farmland if 
drained and either 
protected from flooding 
or not frequently flooded 
during the growing 
season
Prime farmland if 
irrigated and drained
Prime farmland if 
irrigated and either 
protected from flooding 
or not frequently flooded 
during the growing 
season

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Table—Farmland Classification (Better Place CT)

Map unit symbol Map unit name Rating Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

18 Catden and Freetown 
soils, 0 to 2 percent 
slopes

Not prime farmland 3.0 2.3%

31B Copake fine sandy loam, 
3 to 8 percent slopes

All areas are prime 
farmland

1.5 1.1%

38E Hinckley loamy sand, 15 
to 45 percent slopes

Not prime farmland 4.6 3.5%

52C Sutton fine sandy loam, 
2 to 15 percent slopes, 
extremely stony

Not prime farmland 5.9 4.5%

62C Canton and Charlton fine 
sandy loams, 3 to 15 
percent slopes, 
extremely stony

Not prime farmland 12.4 9.6%

62D Canton and Charlton fine 
sandy loams, 15 to 35 
percent slopes, 
extremely stony

Not prime farmland 17.6 13.6%

73C Charlton-Chatfield 
complex, 0 to 15 
percent slopes, very 
rocky

Not prime farmland 39.4 30.4%

73E Charlton-Chatfield 
complex, 15 to 45 
percent slopes, very 
rocky

Not prime farmland 3.1 2.4%

75E Hollis-Chatfield-Rock 
outcrop complex, 15 to 
45 percent slopes

Not prime farmland 31.6 24.3%

86D Paxton and Montauk fine 
sandy loams, 15 to 35 
percent slopes, 
extremely stony

Not prime farmland 9.4 7.2%

90C Stockbridge loam, 8 to 
15 percent slopes

Farmland of statewide 
importance

0.2 0.1%

91C Stockbridge loam, 8 to 
15 percent slopes, 
very stony

Not prime farmland 0.7 0.5%

W Water Not prime farmland 0.6 0.5%

Totals for Area of Interest 129.8 100.0%

Rating Options—Farmland Classification (Better Place CT)

Aggregation Method: No Aggregation Necessary

Tie-break Rule: Lower

Custom Soil Resource Report
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MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION

Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)

Soils
Soil Rating Polygons

Excessively drained

Somewhat excessively 
drained
Well drained

Moderately well drained

Somewhat poorly drained

Poorly drained

Very poorly drained

Subaqueous

Not rated or not available

Soil Rating Lines
Excessively drained

Somewhat excessively 
drained
Well drained

Moderately well drained

Somewhat poorly drained

Poorly drained

Very poorly drained

Subaqueous

Not rated or not available

Soil Rating Points

Excessively drained

Somewhat excessively 
drained
Well drained

Moderately well drained

Somewhat poorly drained

Poorly drained

Very poorly drained

Subaqueous

Not rated or not available

Water Features
Streams and Canals

Transportation
Rails

Interstate Highways

US Routes

Major Roads

Local Roads

Background
Aerial Photography

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at 
1:12,000.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map 
measurements.

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL: 
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator 
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts 
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the 
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more 
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as 
of the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area: State of Connecticut
Survey Area Data: Version 19, Sep 13, 2019

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales 
1:50,000 or larger.

Date(s) aerial images were photographed: Aug 23, 2018—Sep 
17, 2019

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were 
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background 
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor 
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.
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Table—Drainage Class (Better Place CT)

Map unit symbol Map unit name Rating Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

18 Catden and Freetown 
soils, 0 to 2 percent 
slopes

Very poorly drained 3.0 2.3%

31B Copake fine sandy loam, 
3 to 8 percent slopes

Well drained 1.5 1.1%

38E Hinckley loamy sand, 15 
to 45 percent slopes

Excessively drained 4.6 3.5%

52C Sutton fine sandy loam, 
2 to 15 percent slopes, 
extremely stony

Moderately well drained 5.9 4.5%

62C Canton and Charlton fine 
sandy loams, 3 to 15 
percent slopes, 
extremely stony

Well drained 12.4 9.6%

62D Canton and Charlton fine 
sandy loams, 15 to 35 
percent slopes, 
extremely stony

Well drained 17.6 13.6%

73C Charlton-Chatfield 
complex, 0 to 15 
percent slopes, very 
rocky

Well drained 39.4 30.4%

73E Charlton-Chatfield 
complex, 15 to 45 
percent slopes, very 
rocky

Well drained 3.1 2.4%

75E Hollis-Chatfield-Rock 
outcrop complex, 15 to 
45 percent slopes

Well drained 31.6 24.3%

86D Paxton and Montauk fine 
sandy loams, 15 to 35 
percent slopes, 
extremely stony

Well drained 9.4 7.2%

90C Stockbridge loam, 8 to 
15 percent slopes

Well drained 0.2 0.1%

91C Stockbridge loam, 8 to 
15 percent slopes, 
very stony

Well drained 0.7 0.5%

W Water 0.6 0.5%

Totals for Area of Interest 129.8 100.0%

Rating Options—Drainage Class (Better Place CT)

Aggregation Method: Dominant Condition

Component Percent Cutoff: None Specified 

Tie-break Rule: Higher

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Connecticut Wildlife Brush Piles-(649) Revised January 2016 
Page 1 of 5 

USDA IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER AND PROVIDER 

Connecticut Wildlife Brush Piles - Structures for Wildlife 649 
Conservation Practice Job Sheet Lifespan – 5 Years 
Definition 
A mound or pile of appropriate woody material, 
fashioned by piling brush and loose branches on 
top of a base comprised of larger logs, or other 
natural materials, to provide cover for wildlife 
where cover is limited.  

Purpose 
This practice is used to create cover for many 
songbirds, small mammals, reptiles, and 
amphibians when natural cover is limited; such 
as after clear-cutting. It provides areas for 
nesting, resting, escape from predators, and 
protection from harsh weather conditions. 

Criteria, Considerations, and Specifications 
Brush piles may be built to various dimensions 
based on the size of available material; 
however, the size should range between 10 to 
20 feet on a side and 4 to 8 feet high. 

Materials 
Brush piles can be constructed using a variety of 
materials. Commonly, materials left from 
timber harvesting or any tree-cutting activity 
are utilized. Natural features, such as rocks, 
boulders, and stumps may also be incorporated. 

Construction 

1. Base Layer:
a. Logs at a minimum of 6-10 inches in

diameter are laid at various angles,
leaving small openings (6 to 8 inches
wide) between base logs for easy
wildlife access. Alternate logs to create
varying heights and avoid creating
parallel runways through the base layer.

b. Logs of various lengths (that add up to
10 to 20 feet on a side) can be
staggered throughout the foundation,
with breaks, creating a maze-like
environment.

c. Outer logs should be closer to 20 feet in
length to provide stability for the brush
pile.

2. A second layer of smaller diameter logs
should be laid on top and roughly
perpendicular to the first base layer, in the
same fashion, and repeated with
increasingly smaller logs, building 1-3
additional layers.
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3. The foundation should be covered with 3-6
feet of brush, using small limbs, saplings,
loose brush, and pine boughs. Larger
branches should cover the foundation, with
smaller branches placed on top.

4. Brush should loosely drape over the edges,
with openings (6 to 8 inches in diameter)
left on the sides in several places for easy
wildlife access and escape. Brush should
cover the pile sufficiently so the base is
mostly covered. If available on site, add
pine boughs, as the needles will persist
after deciduous leaves fall off. You should
not be able to see through the brush pile
even after leaves have dropped from the
branches.

NOTE: When constructing brush piles using 
mechanized forestry equipment, it is not possible to 
construct piles exactly as described. It is suitable if 
larger logs are crisscrossed on the base and covered 
with increasingly smaller logs and finally brush, so 
long as adequate spaces are left for wildlife to enter 
and exit the pile. 

Placement 

Several considerations should be made when 
placing brush piles: 
• Multiple brush piles are better than one large

pile, providing more opportunities for cover and 
escape from predators.  

• Good locations include adjacent to forest
openings, pastures or hay fields; within shrub 
thickets or fencerows; in field corners; near 
stonewalls and wetlands.   

• On lands with little natural cover, such as
recently cleared areas, begin brush piles within 
25 feet of woodland edges, and build in towards 
the center of the habitat patch, resulting in 1- 3 
brush piles per acre, evenly distributed across 
the project site. 

• Place near wildlife food sources, such as mast
and fruit trees. 

• Avoid placing brush piles on existing high quality
food or cover sources. 

• Avoid placing brush piles near homes, lawns, or
gardens, to prevent situations where wildlife 
could become a nuisance.  

• Keep away from buildings due to flammability.
• Cultural resources such as stone walls can be

incorporated into a brush pile, however stones
should not be moved. Review potential impacts
prior to incorporating stone walls.

Variations for Brush Pile Base 

• Tree stumps still in place can be
incorporated into your brush pile base.
Several logs (6 to 10 inches in diameter and
5 to 6 feet long) are placed on top of and
around the stump.
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• Small rock piles - these should be staggered
about 12 inches apart with each pile about
10 inches high and 12 inches across to
support next layer of limbs. Existing
boulders and rocks on the landscape can be
piled together to provide additional den
sites; start with the largest rocks on the
bottom of the stack to create hiding places
between the rocks, and stack brush on top
for additional cover.

Other Types of Cover (do not meet criteria for 
reimbursement through NRCS program) 

• Living brush pile - in a cluster of small
diameter trees, cut each tree half way
through at a height of 12-18 inches above
the ground; fold treetops inwards towards
other trees in groups so they rest on the
ground or on top of the other half-cut trees.

• Stonewalls - may be incorporated into the
brush piles base; brush should be placed
against the wall with similar dimensions and
distribution to brush piles created in an
open space.

• When harvesting trees, leave the crowns of
the largest trees (e.g. an oak treetop) for
wildlife cover.

• Windrowed brush piles - typically these
linear brush piles can best be created

following a forestry or tree removal 
operation. As with other brush pile 
creation, larger materials should be placed 
on the bottom at various angles with 
subsequently smaller material on top. Avoid 
packing the logs tightly, as this will 
eliminate any openings for wildlife to enter 
and exit the linear pile. Windrows should 
range from 10 to 20 feet on a side and 6 to 
8 feet high. Windrows should have breaks 
built into them every 50 to 100 feet to 
provide travel lanes for wildlife. 

Operation and Maintenance 

• Monitor condition and/or usage of the
structure

• Conduct needed maintenance of the
structure, such as periodically adding new
material to the top of the pile

Additional Notes 

• Brush piles are not permanent; new brush
needs to be added over time or new piles
may need to be constructed. Rot and decay
is a natural process and may attract more
insects, providing additional food sources.

• Do not use materials that contain toxic
substances (i.e. pressure treated
lumber/posts, creosote railroad ties, lead
painted surfaces, tires, etc.). These
substances can cause wildlife mortality
either through contact, consumption, or
inhalation.
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INTRODUCTION/SITE & PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
This report provides the results of surface soil sampling and a general inventory of 
natural resources at the property identified as 300 Music Mountain Road in Falls Village, 
Connecticut.  The project site is proposed for use as a Memorial Forest by Better Place 
Forests where cremated remains (cremains) will be mixed with in-situ soil at 3:1 soil to 
cremains ratio.  The purpose of this report is to provide a professional assessment of 
Better Place Forests’ spreading practices and to offer guidance to ensure soil and water 
health is maintained on the property. 

The purpose of this investigation was performed to identify the site’s general natural 
resources and to determine site specific background levels of pH, chloride and 
potassium prior to the proposed introduction of cremains to soil on the subject site. 
These constituents are the most likely to be affected by the integration of cremains into 
the environment. 

The subject property consists of two parcels of land on the north side of Music 
Mountain Road totaling 128.73+/- acres (109.64 acres and 19.09 acres).  The property is 
located approximately 0.9 miles northeast of the intersection of Cream Hill Road. 

 

GEOMORPHOLOGY 
The property is located in Connecticut’s northwest highlands.  This physiographic region 
is characterized by high, steep-sided plateaus topped by rolling, streamlined hills and 
bedrock knobs.  The site lies within the Litchfield Hills plateau, which is the southern 
extension of the Berkshire Mountains in Massachusetts, which is part of long belt of 
similar rocks and landscapes including New York’s Hudson Highlands and Vermont’s 
Green Mountains. 

The Litchfield Hills, Berkshire Mountains and Green Mountains are the eroded remains 
of a mountain chain formed from the collision of the Proto-North America and Proto-
Africa continents approximately 250 million years ago.  The form of the landscape is the 
result of the ancient deep bedrock folds resulting from the continental collisions, 
erosion of the earth surface and past glaciations. 

 

TOPOGRAPHY 
Characteristic of the Litchfield Hills, the property is located on two relatively steep-sided 
promontories.  The western side of the property lies on the eastern flank of Barrack 
Mountain, while the eastern side lies on a similarly sized unnamed promontory.  A 
steep-sided valley separates these two peaks.  A third promontory lies just to the north 
of the property.  Elevations range from about 950 feet above msl along Music Mountain 
Road to nearly 3,000 feet above msl at the hilltops. 

The lowest elevations on the property are located along Music Mountain Road.  The 
property rises steeply to the north.  Approximately, the southern half of the property 
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consists of a steep sided south facing slope, affording impressive southern views from 
some of the site’s higher viewpoints. 

A small basin containing wetlands is located between the eastern and northern 
promontories.  This wet basin drains to the southwest into an intermittent watercourse 
located in the valley bottom between Barrack Mountain and the eastern promontory. 

 

BEDROCK GEOLOGY 
The rocks of the Litchfield Hills are the metamorphic remains of the rock once found at 
the core of the Proto-North America continent.  These metamorphic rocks are identified 
as gneiss and schist.  According to the Bedrock Map of Connecticut, two bedrock 
terranes are found on the property.  These are identified as: 

• Dalton Formation: gray, tan-weathering feldspathic quartzite, gneiss and schist 
• Layered gneiss: gray medium-grained, well layered gneiss. 

Gneiss is a foliated metamorphic rock identified by its bands and lenses of varying 
composition, while other bands contain granular minerals with an interlocking texture. 
Other bands contain platy or elongate minerals with evidence of preferred orientation. 
It is this banded appearance and texture - rather than composition - that define a gneiss.  
Gneiss is a high-grade metamorphic rock in which mineral grains recrystallized under 
intense heat and pressure. This alteration increased the size of the mineral grains and 
segregated them into bands, a transformation which made the rock and its minerals 
more stable in their metamorphic environment.  

Schist is a foliated metamorphic rock made up of plate-shaped mineral grains that are 
large enough to see with an unaided eye. It usually forms on a continental side of a 
convergent plate boundary where sedimentary rocks, such as shales and mudstones, 
have been subjected to compressive forces, heat, and chemical activity. This 
metamorphic environment is intense enough to convert the clay minerals of the 
sedimentary rocks into platy metamorphic minerals such as muscovite, biotite, and 
chlorite. To become schist, a shale must be metamorphosed in steps through slate and 
then through phyllite. 

 

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY 
Most of Connecticut’s surficial material is glacially derived, and can be divided into two 
broad depositional categories: Glacial Ice-Laid Deposits which are generally exposed in 
the uplands, and are the most widespread surficial deposit in Connecticut; and Glacial 
Meltwater Deposits (sorted and stratified deltaic, river bottom, lake bottom, and inland 
dune deposits) which are most commonly concentrated in valleys and lowlands. 

Most of the site’s surficial materials are Glacial Ice-Laid Deposits.  These deposits were 
derived directly from the ice and consist of nonsorted, generally nonstratified mixtures 
of grain-sizes ranging from clay to large boulders. The matrix of most tills is 
predominantly sand and silt, and boulders can be sparse to abundant. Some tills contain 

https://geology.com/rocks/metamorphic-rocks.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/
https://geology.com/rocks/metamorphic-rocks.shtml
https://geology.com/nsta/convergent-plate-boundaries.shtml
https://geology.com/rocks/sedimentary-rocks.shtml
https://geology.com/rocks/shale.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/
https://geology.com/minerals/muscovite.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/biotite.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/chlorite.shtml
https://geology.com/rocks/slate.shtml
https://geology.com/rocks/phyllite.shtml
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lenses of sorted sand and gravel and occasionally masses of laminated fine grained 
sediment. Till blankets the bedrock surface in variable thicknesses. Ice-laid deposits are 
inferred to be of Wisconsinan age. 

The site’s surficial materials are identified as Thin Till Deposits.  These consist of areas 
where till generally is less than 4 to 5 m (12 to 15 ft) thick. Discontinuous on slopes or in 
areas of moderate local relief where bedrock outcrops are numerous and where 
bedrock surface topography controls local relief of land surface. Predominantly upper 
till that is loose to moderately compact, generally sandy, commonly stony.  

Soils 
According to the National Cooperative Soil Survey, most of the property is underlain 
with ablation till with some lodgement till located on the south facing slope.  Ablation 
till is material that was carried on or near the surface of the glacier, during the last 
glaciation and deposited as the glacier melted.  Lodgement till is material that was 
deposited directly beneath the glacier under enormous pressure.  Lodgement till is 
compact and contains a greater amount of fine-grained sediment. The compact or dense 
layer reduces the flow of air and water movement, producing a slowly permeable zone 
which supports perched water tables.   

The site’s ablation till soil types are identified as Sutton fine sandy loam, Canton and 
Charlton fine sandy loams, Charlton and Chatfield complex, Hollis-Chatfield-rock outcrop 
complex.  These soils consist of loamy, moderately well-drained and well-drained soils.  
The Canton and Charlton soils are deep to bedrock. Chatfield is moderately deep to 
bedrock and Hollis is shallow to bedrock. 

The site’s lodgement till soil types are identified as Paxton and Montauk fine sandy 
loams. The Paxton and Montauk series consists of well drained loamy soils. The soils are 
very deep to bedrock and moderately deep to a densic contact (hardpan). 

A small area of soil derived from glacial melt water deposits is located at the southern 
end of the site near Music Mountain Road.  This soil is identified as Hinckley loamy sand.  
The Hinckley soil consists of very deep, excessively drained soils formed in glaciofluvial 
materials. 
Soils within the wetland basin between the north and south hilltops are identified as 
Catden and Freetown soils.  These post-glacial deposits consist of very deep, very poorly 
drained soils formed in highly decomposed woody and herbaceous organic materials in 
depressions.   

 

ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES 
The property lies within the Berkshire Transition Ecoregion (Griffith, et. al. 2009).  
Ecoregions are areas of general similarity in ecosystems and in the type, quality, and 
quantity of environmental resources.  The Berkshire Transition Ecoregion is 
characterized by hills and open low mountains with gently rounded to some steep 
slopes.  It contains a mix of northern, transition, and central hardwoods-conifer forests. 
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Northern hardwoods and hemlock-white pine forest associations are typically found on 
dry to mesic mostly north facing slopes and ravines.  Red oak-sugar maple transition 
forests are typically found on mesic mid-slopes with northern red oak, sugar maple, 
beech, black birch, and some white pine and hemlock.  

Uplands 

The upland forest vegetation observed during a site evaluation on March 5, 2020 is 
consistent with the ecoregions natural vegetation.  Most of the forest vegetation is 
adapted to the shallow dry, acidic soils on the property.  Dominant vegetation consists 
of red, black, white and chestnut oak (Quercus rubra, Q. vellutina, Q. alba, Q. prinus), 
white pine (Pinus strobus), mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia) and lowbush blueberry 
(Vaccinium angustifolium).   

The forest is relatively young and is the result of regrowth following widespread tree 
cutting during the 18th, 19th and early 20th century.  If not cleared for farmland or 
pasture, the woodlands had been periodically cut for charcoal production, likely used by 
Connecticut’s early iron industry, as evidenced by several charcoal mounds observed on 
the property. 

There is one remaining remnant meadow on the property, likely a small part of a once 
larger agricultural field as evidenced by stone walls located within nearby forested 
areas. 

Wetlands 

A forested swamp is located within a basin between the site’s northern and southern 
hilltops.  The swamp contains areas of shallow seasonal ponding and is vegetated 
with a mix of trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants.  Dominant plants observed during 
the site evaluation include, red maple (Acer rubrum), yellow birch (Betula lutea), 
white pine (Pinus strobus), highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum), tussock 
sedge (Carex stricta) and skunk cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus). The swamp drains 
to a rock-lined watercourse that flows southerly within a steep-walled valley. 

Several shallow ponded areas are located within confined depressions within the 
forested uplands.  These ponded areas have the characteristics of vernal pools.  
Vernal pools are seasonal bodies of water that attain maximum depths in spring or 
fall, and lack permanent surface water connections with other wetlands or water 
bodies. Pools fill with snowmelt or runoff in the spring, although some may be fed 
primarily by groundwater sources. They lack established fish populations, usually as a 
result of periodic drying, and support communities dominated by animals adapted to 
living in temporary, fishless pools. In the Region, they provide essential breeding 
habitat for one or more wildlife species including mole salamanders, wood frogs and 
fairy shrimp. Within the past several decades, interest in vernal pools has increased 
dramatically because of well publicized declines of amphibians, many of which breed 
in vernal pools  
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SURFACE SOIL SAMPLING AND EVALUATION 
Composite surface soil samples were collected from four locations on the property on 
March 5, 2020. Soil samples were collected using an acid-washed stainless-steel 
trowel, and placed into pre-labeled, laboratory-supplied, four and eight-ounce glass 
jars.  Samples were placed in a cooler and picked up by Phoenix Environmental 
Laboratories, an accredited laboratory in Manchester, Connecticut. The samples were 
analyzed by Phoenix for Chloride and Potassium.  pH was measured in-situ using a 
Sonkir Soil pH Meter. 

Soil Sample Results 

 pH Chloride 
mg/Kg 

Potassium 
(mg/Kg) 

SS-1 5.3 <14 764 

SS-2 5.5 <13 1340 

SS-3 5.3 <12 1210 

SS-4 5.6 <13 1270 

 

There are numerous factors that determine soil pH including climate, parent material, 
weathering, relief, and time.  Texture and organic matter content also influence soil 
pH.  Most Connecticut soils are naturally acidic. The observed pH values in the 
sampled soils are typical of Connecticut’s glaciated upland soils. 

The chloride content of soil is not an intrinsic property of the soil but is a result of soil 
management, because of its mobility in the soil and the fact that it moves with the 
water in the soil.  Chloride is one of the first elements removed from minerals by 
weathering process as soils are formed. Therefore most of world’s chloride is either 
found in oceans or in salt deposits left by evaporation of old inland seas.  As 
expected, chloride levels in the analyzed soil samples were below Practical 
Quantitation Levels. 

The amount of potassium in soil is a reflection of its parent material, degree of 
weathering and amount added to soil through fertilization. Reported levels of 
Potassium in mineral soils derived from igneous and metamorphic rocks ranges from 
400 to 30,000 mg/Kg (Sparks, 1987).  The potassium levels in analyzed soil samples 
were in the low range of typical reported values for mineral soils. 

 

EFFECTS OF CREMAINS ON GROUND AND SURFACE WATER 
Impacts on ground and surface water from the addition of cremains to soil can be 
prevented by siting proposed cremains/soil mixing areas away from surface waters 
and wetlands and through the use best management practices to control soil erosion 
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and sedimentation.  Due to the inherent insoluble nature of cremains it is highly 
unlikely that cremains will migrate once mixed with soil.  

A 1991 Policy Statement issued by the Connecticut Department of Environmental 
Protection (CT DEP, 1991) recommends a 100-foot buffer to perennial stream and a 
50-foot buffer to intermittent watercourses to avoid degradation of water resources.  
The recommendations were developed as a framework to preserve the many 
functions of buffers including maintenance of hydrologic conditions, preserving 
vegetated wetland and adjacent habitats, preserving shade along watercourses, 
filtration of pollutants from overland runoff, and maintaining ecological integrity.   

While a 50 foot buffer along the site’s intermittent watercourse is recommended, 
spreading of cremains closer than 50 feet could be possible in areas where potential 
impacts are minimized such as low slope areas and through the use of management 
practices that preserve vegetation, maintain existing hydrologic conditions and 
prevent soil erosion.  We recommend that any areas proposed for spreading of 
cremains closer than 50 feet to wetlands or watercourses be evaluated on a case by 
case basis to evaluate buffer conditions and to identify appropriate best practices.   

Best development practices: Conserving pool-breeding amphibians in residential and 
commercial developments in the northeastern United States (Calhoun and Klemens, 
2002) provides recommendations to protect vernal pool habitats.  One of the 
recommendations is no disturbance of forested areas within 100 feet of vernal pools.  
As stated in Calhoun and Klemens, “In the spring, high densities of adult salamanders 
and frogs occupy the habitat immediately surrounding the pool. Similarly, in early 
summer and early fall, large numbers of recently emerged salamanders and frogs 
occupy this same habitat. This zone also maintains the water quality of the pool 
depression and provides a source of leaves, which constitute the base of the pool 
food web. 

In general we recommend that spreading of cremains take place outside of the 100 
foot buffer around vernal pools.  Impacts associated with any activities inside the 100 
foot vernal pool envelope could be mitigated by preserving forested habitat 
(including forest canopy, understory and leaf litter), avoiding barriers to amphibian 
dispersal, preserving existing runoff patterns to preserve vernal pool hydrology, and 
excluding the use of herbicides and pesticides. 

Appropriate soil erosion and sediment controls and best management practices 
(BMPs) should be implemented with any new ground disturbance in order to 
decrease the potential risk of cremains or disturbed soils entering waterways or 
wetlands as runoff.   

 

EFFECTS OF CREMAINS ON SOIL PH 
The results of soil testing demonstrate naturally acidic soils. Cremains are composed 
of ground bones that have been pulverized post cremation. The current evidence for 
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pH of cremains is based off of deceased pet remains (pH 11.5), but there is limited 
evidence for the pH of human ashes. If human cremains display similar properties to 
those of deceased pets, it is probable that the addition of cremains to acidic soil 
would have a neutralizing effect on the soil directly adjacent to the spread cremains 
mixture. This alteration in pH of site soils has the potential to affect the habitability 
for some native vegetation. Most of the site’s vegetation is adapted to acidic soil 
conditions typically between pH 4-6.  While localized spreadings may have 
neutralizing effects on soil directly adjacent to the spread cremains mixture, it is 
unlikely any impacts to the site’s greater forest ecosystem could be measured due to 
the spatial and temporal distribution of the proposed spreadings. 

 

EFFECTS OF CREMAINS ON POTASSIUM CONCENTRATIONS 
Increases in soil potassium from spreading of cremains may result in enhanced soil 
productivity although the effect is likely to be small.  While soil potassium levels are 
naturally low, the nutrients that most limit plant productivity are nitrogen and 
phosphorus.   

Potassium is largely found in insoluble primary minerals resistant to chemical 
breakdown.  Therefore, migration of potassium with surface water or groundwater is 
unlikely and we do not anticipate any effects on water resources. 

 

EFFECTS OF CREMAINS ON CHLORIDE CONCENTRATIONS 
Chloride does not form complexes readily and show little affinity in its adsorption to 
soil components.  Therefore it is unlikely that chloride will concentrate in soils within 
cremains spreading sites. 

Since chloride is highly mobile, it can move with surface water and groundwater.  
Once chlorides are in a water body, there are no biological processes that remove 
them and dilution is the only means of reducing chloride concentrations. Chloride 
concentrations of between 1 and 100 ppm (parts per million) are normal in 
freshwater.  High chloride concentrations in freshwater can harm aquatic organisms 
by interfering with osmoregulation, the biological process by which they maintain the 
proper concentration of salt and other solutes in their bodily fluids.  Maintaining the 
recommended buffers to wetlands, watercourses and vernal pools would prevent 
adverse concentrations of chloride entering these water resources since chloride will 
be well-diluted before reaching these resources. 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is the opinion of LandTech that the potential for point-source pollution from 
cremains to groundwater is negligible due inherent insoluble nature of cremains and 
the absence of high yield groundwater aquifers on or the near the site.   
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In order to protect surface water resources, LandTech recommends no spreading of 
cremains within any watercourse or in wetland habitats.  Additionally, we 
recommend that in general, no spreading take place within 50-feet of wetlands and 
watercourses or within 100 feet of vernal pools.  However, there may be areas within 
these recommended setbacks that can be used for spreading of remains if conditions 
are suitable and best management practices are used.  These would need to be 
determined by a specific site evaluation.  For example, spreading of cremains closer 
than 50 feet to wetlands or watercourses could be possible in areas where potential 
impacts are minimized such as low slope areas and practices are used that preserve 
vegetation, maintain existing hydrologic conditions and prevent soil erosion.  Impacts 
associated with spreading of remains inside the 100 foot vernal pool envelope could 
be mitigated by preserving forested habitat (including forest canopy, understory and 
leaf litter), avoiding barriers to amphibian dispersal, preserving existing runoff 
patterns, and excluding the use of herbicides and pesticides.  In addition, it is likely 
that any activities near regulated wetlands and watercourses that could potentially 
impact these resources may require a permit from the local Inland Wetlands and 
Watercourses Agency. 

Erosion and sediment control and best management practices (BMPs) should be 
implemented with any ground disturbance in order to decrease the potential risk of 
cremains or soils entering wetlands or watercourses as runoff.  

Spreading of cremains may have neutralizing effects on soil directly adjacent to the 
spread cremains mixture, and may locally affect the habitability for native vegetation 
that is adapted to naturally occurring acidic soil conditions.  However, it is unlikely 
that impacts to the site’s greater forest ecosystem could be measured due to the 
spatial and temporal distribution of the proposed spreadings. 

We do not anticipate any impacts on the environment from increases in soil 
potassium resulting from spreading of cremains.  The nutrients that most limit plant 
productivity are nitrogen and phosphorus and potassium is largely found in insoluble 
primary minerals resistant to chemical breakdown.  Therefore, any increases in soil 
potassium are not likely to affect existing vegetation or other environmental 
resources. 

Chloride does not form complexes readily and show little affinity in its adsorption to 
soil components.  Therefore it is unlikely that chloride will concentrate in soils within 
cremains spreading sites.  Impacts on water resources from mobile chloride ions in 
soil/cremains mixture can be minimized by maintaining the recommended buffers to 
wetlands, watercourses and vernal pools. 
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MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION

Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)

Soils
Soil Map Unit Polygons

Soil Map Unit Lines

Soil Map Unit Points

Special Point Features
Blowout

Borrow Pit

Clay Spot

Closed Depression

Gravel Pit

Gravelly Spot

Landfill

Lava Flow

Marsh or swamp

Mine or Quarry

Miscellaneous Water

Perennial Water

Rock Outcrop

Saline Spot

Sandy Spot

Severely Eroded Spot

Sinkhole

Slide or Slip

Sodic Spot

Spoil Area

Stony Spot

Very Stony Spot

Wet Spot

Other

Special Line Features

Water Features
Streams and Canals

Transportation
Rails

Interstate Highways

US Routes

Major Roads

Local Roads

Background
Aerial Photography

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at 
1:12,000.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map 
measurements.

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL: 
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator 
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts 
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the 
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more 
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as 
of the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area: State of Connecticut
Survey Area Data: Version 19, Sep 13, 2019

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales 
1:50,000 or larger.

Date(s) aerial images were photographed: Aug 23, 2018—Sep 
17, 2019

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were 
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background 
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor 
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.

Soil Map—State of Connecticut
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Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey
National Cooperative Soil Survey
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Map Unit Legend

Map Unit Symbol Map Unit Name Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

15 Scarboro muck, 0 to 3 percent 
slopes

0.0 0.0%

18 Catden and Freetown soils, 0 
to 2 percent slopes

3.0 2.5%

31B Copake fine sandy loam, 3 to 8 
percent slopes

3.0 2.4%

38E Hinckley loamy sand, 15 to 45 
percent slopes

5.0 4.1%

52C Sutton fine sandy loam, 2 to 15 
percent slopes, extremely 
stony

5.6 4.6%

62C Canton and Charlton fine 
sandy loams, 3 to 15 percent 
slopes, extremely stony

14.4 11.9%

62D Canton and Charlton fine 
sandy loams, 15 to 35 
percent slopes, extremely 
stony

15.8 13.1%

73C Charlton-Chatfield complex, 0 
to 15 percent slopes, very 
rocky

34.5 28.4%

73E Charlton-Chatfield complex, 15 
to 45 percent slopes, very 
rocky

0.3 0.2%

75E Hollis-Chatfield-Rock outcrop 
complex, 15 to 45 percent 
slopes

29.9 24.6%

86D Paxton and Montauk fine 
sandy loams, 15 to 35 
percent slopes, extremely 
stony

8.9 7.4%

90C Stockbridge loam, 8 to 15 
percent slopes

0.0 0.0%

91C Stockbridge loam, 8 to 15 
percent slopes, very stony

0.4 0.3%

W Water 0.5 0.4%

Totals for Area of Interest 121.4 100.0%

Soil Map—State of Connecticut 300 Music Mountain Rd

Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey
National Cooperative Soil Survey

3/3/2020
Page 3 of 3
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CF45761 - CF45764

Wednesday, March 11, 2020

Sample ID#s:

Mr. Tom Ryder
Land-Tech Consultants, Inc.
518 Riverside Ave.
Westport, CT 06880

SDG ID: GCF45761
Project ID: BPF-FALLS VILLAGE

Sincerely yours,

Laboratory Director
Phyllis Shiller

If you are the client above and have any questions concerning this testing, please do 
not hesitate to contact Phoenix Client Services at ext.200.  The contents of this report 
cannot be discussed with anyone other than the client listed above without their 
written consent.

NELAC - #NY11301
CT Lab Registration #PH-0618
MA Lab Registration #M-CT007
ME Lab Registration #CT-007
NH Lab Registration #213693-A,B

NJ Lab Registration #CT-003
NY Lab Registration #11301
PA Lab Registration #68-03530
RI Lab Registration #63
UT Lab Registration #CT00007
VT Lab Registration #VT11301

This laboratory is in compliance with the NELAC requirements of procedures used 
except where indicated.

This report contains results for the parameters tested, under the sampling conditions 
described on the Chain Of Custody, as received by the laboratory.  This report is 
incomplete unless all pages indicated in the pagination at the bottom of the page are 
included.

All soils, solids and sludges are reported on a dry weight basis unless otherwise noted 
in the sample comments.

A scanned version of the COC form accompanies the analytical report and is an exact 
duplicate of the original.

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O. Box 370, Manchester, CT 06040
Telephone (860) 645-1102   Fax (860) 645-0823
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Sample Id Cross Reference
March 11, 2020

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045
              Tel. (860) 645-1102            Fax (860) 645-0823

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

SDG I.D.: GCF45761

Client Id Lab Id Matrix

Project ID: BPF-FALLS VILLAGE

SS-1 CF45761 SOIL

SS-2 CF45762 SOIL

SS-3 CF45763 SOIL

SS-4 CF45764 SOIL

Page 2 of 11    



Sample Information Custody Information

Matrix:

Location Code:

Rush Request:

P.O.#:

Collected by:

Received by:

Analyzed by:

SOIL

LANDWEST

Standard

03/05/20

SW

see "By" below

Laboratory Data

SS-1

Phoenix ID: CF45761

03/06/20

10:30

16:42

Parameter Result
RL/
PQL Units Date/Time By Reference

FOR: Mr. Tom Ryder

Land-Tech Consultants, Inc.

518 Riverside Ave.

Westport, CT 06880

Analysis Report
March 11, 2020

Date Time

SDG ID: GCF45761

Client ID:

Project ID: BPF-FALLS VILLAGE

Dilution

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045

              Tel. (860) 645-1102            Fax (860) 645-0823

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

764Potassium 7.0 03/09/20 CPP SW6010Dmg/Kg 1

72Percent Solid 03/06/20 VT SW846-%Solid%

< 14Chloride 14 03/09/20 BS/GD SW9056Amg/kg 10

CompletedTotal Metals Digest 03/06/20 S/AG SW3050B

Comments:

All soils, solids and sludges are reported on a dry weight basis unless otherwise noted in the sample comments.

Phyllis Shiller, Laboratory Director
March 11, 2020

If you are the client above and have any questions concerning this testing, please do not hesitate to contact Phoenix Client Services at ext.200.  
The contents of this report cannot be discussed with anyone other than the client listed above without their written consent.

Reviewed and Released by: Rashmi Makol, Project Manager

RL/PQL=Reporting/Practical Quantitation Level  ND=Not Detected   BRL=Below Reporting Level

Ver 1
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Sample Information Custody Information

Matrix:

Location Code:

Rush Request:

P.O.#:

Collected by:

Received by:

Analyzed by:

SOIL

LANDWEST

Standard

03/05/20

SW

see "By" below

Laboratory Data

SS-2

Phoenix ID: CF45762

03/06/20

11:00

16:42

Parameter Result
RL/
PQL Units Date/Time By Reference

FOR: Mr. Tom Ryder

Land-Tech Consultants, Inc.

518 Riverside Ave.

Westport, CT 06880

Analysis Report
March 11, 2020

Date Time

SDG ID: GCF45761

Client ID:

Project ID: BPF-FALLS VILLAGE

Dilution

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045

              Tel. (860) 645-1102            Fax (860) 645-0823

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

1340Potassium 6.8 03/09/20 CPP SW6010Dmg/Kg 1

75Percent Solid 03/06/20 VT SW846-%Solid%

< 13Chloride 13 03/09/20 BS/GD SW9056Amg/kg 10

CompletedTotal Metals Digest 03/06/20 S/AG SW3050B

Comments:

All soils, solids and sludges are reported on a dry weight basis unless otherwise noted in the sample comments.

Phyllis Shiller, Laboratory Director
March 11, 2020

If you are the client above and have any questions concerning this testing, please do not hesitate to contact Phoenix Client Services at ext.200.  
The contents of this report cannot be discussed with anyone other than the client listed above without their written consent.

Reviewed and Released by: Rashmi Makol, Project Manager

RL/PQL=Reporting/Practical Quantitation Level  ND=Not Detected   BRL=Below Reporting Level

Ver 1
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Sample Information Custody Information

Matrix:

Location Code:

Rush Request:

P.O.#:

Collected by:

Received by:

Analyzed by:

SOIL

LANDWEST

Standard

03/05/20

SW

see "By" below

Laboratory Data

SS-3

Phoenix ID: CF45763

03/06/20

11:30

16:42

Parameter Result
RL/
PQL Units Date/Time By Reference

FOR: Mr. Tom Ryder

Land-Tech Consultants, Inc.

518 Riverside Ave.

Westport, CT 06880

Analysis Report
March 11, 2020

Date Time

SDG ID: GCF45761

Client ID:

Project ID: BPF-FALLS VILLAGE

Dilution

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045

              Tel. (860) 645-1102            Fax (860) 645-0823

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

1210Potassium 5.8 03/09/20 CPP SW6010Dmg/Kg 1

84Percent Solid 03/06/20 VT SW846-%Solid%

< 12Chloride 12 03/09/20 BS/GD SW9056Amg/kg 10

CompletedTotal Metals Digest 03/06/20 S/AG SW3050B

Comments:

All soils, solids and sludges are reported on a dry weight basis unless otherwise noted in the sample comments.

Phyllis Shiller, Laboratory Director
March 11, 2020

If you are the client above and have any questions concerning this testing, please do not hesitate to contact Phoenix Client Services at ext.200.  
The contents of this report cannot be discussed with anyone other than the client listed above without their written consent.

Reviewed and Released by: Rashmi Makol, Project Manager

RL/PQL=Reporting/Practical Quantitation Level  ND=Not Detected   BRL=Below Reporting Level

Ver 1
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Sample Information Custody Information

Matrix:

Location Code:

Rush Request:

P.O.#:

Collected by:

Received by:

Analyzed by:

SOIL

LANDWEST

Standard

03/05/20

SW

see "By" below

Laboratory Data

SS-4

Phoenix ID: CF45764

03/06/20

12:00

16:42

Parameter Result
RL/
PQL Units Date/Time By Reference

FOR: Mr. Tom Ryder

Land-Tech Consultants, Inc.

518 Riverside Ave.

Westport, CT 06880

Analysis Report
March 11, 2020

Date Time

SDG ID: GCF45761

Client ID:

Project ID: BPF-FALLS VILLAGE

Dilution

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045

              Tel. (860) 645-1102            Fax (860) 645-0823

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

1270Potassium 6.7 03/09/20 CPP SW6010Dmg/Kg 1

78Percent Solid 03/06/20 VT SW846-%Solid%

< 13Chloride 13 03/09/20 BS/GD SW9056Amg/kg 10

CompletedTotal Metals Digest 03/06/20 S/AG SW3050B

Comments:

All soils, solids and sludges are reported on a dry weight basis unless otherwise noted in the sample comments.

Phyllis Shiller, Laboratory Director
March 11, 2020

If you are the client above and have any questions concerning this testing, please do not hesitate to contact Phoenix Client Services at ext.200.  
The contents of this report cannot be discussed with anyone other than the client listed above without their written consent.

Reviewed and Released by: Rashmi Makol, Project Manager

RL/PQL=Reporting/Practical Quantitation Level  ND=Not Detected   BRL=Below Reporting Level

Ver 1
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QA/QC Data

Parameter
            Blk
Blank   RL

MS
%

MSD
%

MS
RPD

QA/QC Report
March 11, 2020

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045
              Tel. (860) 645-1102            Fax (860) 645-0823

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

SDG I.D.: GCF45761

LCS
%

Dup
RPD

LCSD
%

LCS
RPD

%
Rec

Limits

%
RPD

Limits
Sample
Result

Dup
Result

QA/QC Batch 521458 (mg/kg), QC Sample No: CF45719 (CF45761, CF45762, CF45763, CF45764)

ICP Metals - Soil
Potassium 116BRL 90.719.3 96.5 6.2 75 - 125 35206 2505.0

Additional Criteria: LCS acceptance range is 80-120% MS acceptance range 75-125%.

Comment:
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QA/QC Data

Parameter
            Blk
Blank   RL

MS
%

MSD
%

MS
RPD

QA/QC Report
March 11, 2020

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045
              Tel. (860) 645-1102            Fax (860) 645-0823

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

SDG I.D.: GCF45761

LCS
%

Dup
RPD

LCSD
%

LCS
RPD

%
Rec

Limits

%
RPD

Limits
Sample
Result

Dup
Result

QA/QC Batch 521773 (mg/L), QC Sample No: CF46301 (CF45761, CF45762, CF45763, CF45764)
Chloride 99.6BRL 92.62.30 90 - 110 2025.9 25.33.0

MS - Matrix Spike
Phyllis Shiller, Laboratory Director

If there are any questions regarding this data, please call Phoenix Client Services at extension 200.

March 11, 2020
MS Dup - Matrix Spike Duplicate

RPD - Relative Percent Difference

LCS - Laboratory Control Sample

LCSD - Laboratory Control Sample Duplicate

NC - No Criteria

Intf - Interference
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Sample Criteria Exceedances ReportWednesday, March 11, 2020

Acode Phoenix Analyte CriteriaResult RLSampNo
Analysis

UnitsCriteria

GCF45761 - LANDWESTCriteria: None

RL
Criteria

State: CT

#Error*** No Data to Display ***

Phoenix Laboratories does not assume responsibility for the data contained in this exceedance report.  It is provided as an additional tool to identify requested criteria exceedences.  All efforts are 
made to ensure the accuracy of the data (obtained from appropriate agencies).  A lack of exceedence information does not necessarily suggest conformance to the criteria.  It is ultimately the site 
professional's responsibility to determine appropriate compliance.
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Analysis Comments
March 11, 2020

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045
              Tel. (860) 645-1102            Fax (860) 645-0823

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

SDG I.D.: GCF45761

The following analysis comments are made regarding exceptions to criteria not already noted in the Analysis Report or 
QA/QC Report: None.

Page 10 of 11    
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Site Photos 
  



 

 

 
View Looking South 

 

 
Mountain Laurel Thicket 

 

 
Oak/Pine Forest 



 

 

 
Red Maple Swamp 

 

 
Potential Vernal Pool 

 

 
Potential Vernal Pool 



 

 

 
Intermittent Watercourse 

 

 
Metamorphic (Gneiss) Rock Outcrop 

 



 
Date: November 7, 2019 
Re: Customer Testimonials and Neighbor Letters 

 
Pages 1-2 contain customer testimonials that were provided in customer surveys following tree selection in our 
Mendocino County forest. These customers have given us permission to use their testimonials. Pages 3-5 are letters 
received from neighbors adjacent to our Mendocino County forest.  
 

● What a wonderful and peaceful place! Our eternity is all set in a beautiful place. A wonderful staff 
here that love what they do, we are so pleased. 
 

● Very impressed with the whole experience and the beauty of the forest. Our guides, Alethea and 
Jillian, were patient and knowledgeable. Looking forward to spending eternity in "treemation"! 
 

● The people and the place are beyond special!  I have always wanted my ashes spread beneath a tree, I 
just didn't know where.  Today I found the tree of my dreams thanks to Terri and Alethea. 
 

● Very great experience—I was almost  "excited " about dying, considering the spectacular resting 
place! 
 

● In every part of my experience, Better Place met and exceeded expectations. I believe I have done 
something wonderful for my family be preparing ahead. I have left them peace and my love. 
 

● Better Place Forests staff  has given me such a wonderful, peaceful feeling, helping me walk through 
this decision.  I know this is the right choice for me and there is so much freedom in making the 
decision. 
 

● Hard to put down in words other than this team will help to make the decision, the best decision on 
where the end of life should be.  I encourage everyone to just at least take a tour....please. 
 

● We are pleased to discover a redwood forest that we can be a part of conserving for the future while 
becoming part of this forest when we are done with our bodies.  Death is not a pleasant thing to face, 
but knowing we will be together in such a beautiful and peaceful place makes the inevitable future 
easier to think about.   
 

● I am so happy to share this experience with my sister. We bought our tree together for ourselves and 
our mother. It is an honor to be amongst the first people to be a part of this awesome idea and it gives 
me great peace of mind to know that our wishes will be taken care of exactly how we wanted it.  
 

● Terri's and Alethea's enthusiasm for the forest and trees was infectious. They were not only 
knowledgeable and professional, but also compassionate and caring. The process of selecting a tree 
was deeply spiritual as well as fun. I am a tree-hugging conservationist and Better Place Forests is 
exactly what I had in mind whenever I contemplated the disposition of my ashes. The ability to spread 
my pets' ashes in advance of my own gives me a real sense of connection with my tree and the whole 
forest, the whole earth really! 
 

● Hi everyone, I was very blessed to be part of the very first group of online Webinar customers of 
Better Place Forests. I chose to become a member during the first ever online Webinar, based on a 
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question I asked, "what about family pets"? Their response: Yes they can be included. Then I decided 
to join Better Place Forests right then. My trip to the Better Place Forests to pick out my area 
location and tree was an amazing Beautiful experience. 
 

● I fell in love with the idea of having a tree. When I spoke with the people at Better Places Forests I 
knew it was the right thing for me. Going to visit was a beautiful experience. The forest is wonderful 
and I picked a beautiful, strong Hemlock tree. I love the fact that this is a beautiful place to hike, and 
that I can come visit my tree as often as I like. I look forward to years of visiting my tree before she is 
needed. 
 

● We found Better Place Forests to be the perfect solution for us and our family. Such a beautiful, 
peaceful, natural soul-filling forest; a place to reflect AND to celebrate memories! The wonderful 
bonus of additional tree plantings and forest conservation sealed the deal for us, as well as the 
wonderful "no pressure" caring staff!  
 

● Finding the tree and knowing that it is there waiting for us in a beautiful place dedicated to a 
reverence to the cycle of life. 
 

● The entire experience from talking to Marc on the phone to picking the tree with Margaret was 
wonderful. It didn’t feel like picking a cemetery plot. It was more like talking a peaceful walk through 
the forest and admiring the trees. My mom and I couldn’t be happier with Better Place Forests!  
 

● "I live now in Cambria california. I chose Better Place Forests because it gave me the answer I was 
looking for -- a place for my remains where i will continue to be relevant and make a difference. The 
idea of being part of a forest brought me peace and joy. This is what my tree, our walk through the 
forest, and my daughters understanding as we walked together brought me and why I chose the tree I 
did. It was an incredible moment in time for us, and an opportunity for my only child and I too face my 
mortality with peace and love. It gave me peace of mind that she’s going to be ok since we did this 
together" 
 

● "In the worst time of my life, losing my son, your staff has been so kind and empathetic. My first 
steward was amazing, he allowed me to share about my son as we walked. He wasn’t afraid of my 
grief, in fact he cried with me. He gave me all the time I needed, to be with the tree I chose, to look 
over the paperwork, to decide what I wanted to do. The forest itself is so beautiful and peaceful. I love 
that people who loved my son can go to such a breathtaking place to remember him. Thank you for 
giving us such a gift.” 
 

● "I live in Santa Rosa, California. I chose Better Place Forests after my husband unexpectedly passed 
away this summer. I know he didn't want a standard burial. He also had a really strong connection to 
the outdoors, and we spent a lot of time among the redwoods and near/on the California coast. My 
sister saw an ad on FB while we were in the hospital with him, and it just felt like the right thing to do 
for him. When I saw his redwood, ferns and mushrooms nearby, it just felt like the right place." 
 

● "It is a decision to choose a final resting place that is an alternative to the traditional internment 
method. It is the decision to be a part of nature and sustaining our beautiful trees and forests. It is a 
decision to help with reforestation and reverse climate change. And, lastly, it is my decision. My family 
will have peace of mind." 
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CAROLYN COOKE  
25524 Ten Mile Road Point Arena, California 95468  

707-882-2106   ccooke@ciis.edu   http://carolyncooke.com 
 
July 27, 2019 
 
IN SUPPORT OF BETTER PLACE FORESTS: 
 
This letter comes in strong support of Better Place Forests, our neighbors on Off 
Brush Road in Point Arena, California. My husband and I have lived on our ten-acre 
property for nearly 30 years and appreciate the tranquility and wildness of the area, as 
well as the sweeping views of the Mendocino coastline. We first met Jamie and 
Sandy a couple of years ago when they were just looking at a large property on our 
road.  We appreciated their forthrightness and were intrigued by their vision for a 
sustainable, permanently protected “conservation spreading forest.” Since then, our 
Road Maintenance Group has worked closely with Jamie, Sandy, and the Forest 
Stewards (locally employed environmentalists) on every step of integrating Better 
Place into our rural community, which is organized mainly around maintaining our 
1.5-mile dirt road and assuring common access and neighborly relations. Our friends 
at Better Place could not be better neighbors. They attend all Association meetings, 
communicate well about projects that might impact residents, and have been 
generous patrons of the road, financing improvements beyond our usual means.  
 
The Forest is now open, and it’s a spectacularly beautiful web of trails and outlooks 
to the Pacific, one of our favorite walks in the area. Better Place has been a boon to 
our neighborhood in many ways. Their investment in our road, their light but 
improving touch on the land itself, and their earnest desire to create a sustainable, 
ethical business model have endeared these people to residents on our road.  As 
Secretary of our Road Maintenance Group, I can say that we have had no complaints 
from our members, only expressions of gratitude for Better Place Forests reflected in 
our meeting minutes.  
 
Finally, I’ll share anecdotally that the presence of a well-maintained forest and 
improved road has increased the value of our property, as we recently learned while 
refinancing our home. My husband, Randall Babtkis, has asked me to add his voice 
of support to this letter. If you have further questions, please don’t hesitate to 
contact either of us at the phone number or email address above or (for Randall) at 
tsilent@mcn.org 
  
Sincerely, 
 
Carolyn Cooke   
Secretary, Off Brush Road Maintenance Group 
Point Arena, California  

mailto:ccooke@ciis.edu
http://carolyncooke.com/
mailto:tsilent@mcn.org


August 1, 2019 
 
Hi Terri & Team, 
 
From the start, my experience with Jamie and the crew at Better Place Forests has been 
nothing but positive.  They've gone out of their way to keep we rural neighbors informed of their 
plans and progress, sensitive to our been responsive to our concerns regarding parking and 
traffic of both construction crews and service attendees, jumped right into our road maintenance 
association meetings (a feat not for the faint of heart) and did more than their part for the fund. 
BPF has donated toward our some of our community fund-raising activities such as our local 5K 
Waves and Whales run for local education partners. 
 
Regards, 
 
Hal 
 
Hal Ferguson  
Off-Brush Road 
Point Arena, Ca 95468 
 



 

www.ACORNPartnersInEducation.org ● PO Box 104, Point Arena, CA 95468 ● 707-353-0143 
 

August 26, 2019 
RE: Letter of Support for Better Place Forests 
 
 
To Whom it Concerns: 
 
As Director of ACORN Partners in Education, I am writing to express gratitude for Better Place Forests.  
ACORN Partners in Education is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that promotes and supports 
innovative, high-quality educational programs and projects for Mendocino County.  Areas of particular 
emphasis include environmental education, performing arts, appropriate technology, and cross-cultural 
learning. ACORN educational programs and collaborations foster self-knowledge, motivation, technical 
skill, social responsibility and a stronger community. 
 
Better Place Forests has stepped up in support of ACORN’s mission and programs since opening their 
Point Arena Forest. Initially, Better Place Forests joined us as a sponsor of our 2017 Community Film 
Festival. Since that time, Better Place Forests has been a generous sponsor of our annual Waves & 
Whales Trail Run which brings the community together on the Point Arena-Stornetta Lands. The Waves 
& Whales Run also supports our environmental stewardship program, Students Protecting the Coast. 
This program is aimed at fostering a sense of appreciation for the natural environment along with an 
understanding of coastal ecosystems and conservation; we appreciate that this aim is compatible with 
the forest conservation and stewardship goals that are part of the vision at Better Place Forests. 
 
We are situated in a small, rural location and it is important to the local economy that businesses like 
Better Place Forests choose to become a part of our community and in turn choose to give back to a 
local nonprofit. As an aside, I have seen that Better Place Forests has also contributed to the economy 
by creating jobs and employing local residents.  
 
In closing, I appreciate the support that Better Place Forests has chosen to offer our organization and 
look forward to their continued role in our community.  
 
Thank you. 
 
-Jennifer Ketring 
Director, ACORN Partners in Education 
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